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MESSAGE
I am glad to know that Srusti Academy of Management is going to publish a literary magazine SRIJAN on the occasion of the Annual Fest – ‘Sensation – 2021’.
Srusti Academy of Management has evolved over the years to become the preferred destination
for students seeking management education. Apart from excellence in its domain, the Institute
has created a conducive atmosphere for budding talents in the field of creativity. Literary magazine
Srijan is a step in right direction and I hope great literary journeys will commence from the pages
of the magazine.
I wish the Annual Fest and publication of the magazine all success.

Prof. Ganeshi Lal
Governor of Odisha

MESSAGE
I am ecstatic to know that Srusti Academy of Management, Bhubaneswar is bringing out the recent
edition of SRIJAN, the annual literary magazine, on the occasion of the Annual Fest “Sensation-2021”.
The magazine hosts a platform for professionals to showcase their creativity and presents a beautiful
reflection of multi-talented students’ presence in the college. This literary platform is a step towards the
holistic development of students. The magazine can work towards creating as well as spreading a
shared vision relating to the aspirations and goals of the college. I am quite confident that SRIJAN will
serve its purpose and will be highly appreciated among the readers.

(Prof. Chitaranjan Tripathy)
Vice Chancellor
BPUT

Principal's Message

“The mind is not a vessel to be filled, but a fire to be kindled,” said Plutash.
Srijan, our annual literary magazine, kindles the imagination of our students and
staff. I congratulate and appreciate every staff and student who has used various
mediums of expression to present their ideas in this magazine. My best wishes
to the editorial board for bringing in refinement to the magazine over the years.

Prof.(Dr.) Sushanta Kumar Das
Principal
Srusti Academy of Management

...

from the desk of the Editor

The best ever advice
Pay heed to the following and you will have a wonderful life.
Save money every week! It doesn’t matter how much. Just save!
Listen to your parents’ advice. At the end of the day, they are the only ones who want the
best for you.
Choose your friends wisely. You are the product of your environment.
Learn to be alone and independent. It’s a skill only a few master.
Educate yourself. Read, read, read ….
Be healthy and look after your body. You will not be young forever.
Don’t wait for someone to love you; learn to love YOURSELF first.
I have not drafted the above. But the person who has done it knows a few things
about life. I wish someone had told me these things when I was in my formative years. I
have been impressed a great deal by these sage words and I thought I should pass these
along to my young friends. Have a great life!

Prof. Ashok K. Mohanty
Chief Editor
Srusti Academy of Management
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PROSE

Do Happy People Make More Money?

Happiness is a combination of positive emotional states

Therefore, the question is: why do cheerful college

including contentment, satisfaction, pleasure and joy.
Money has different effects on happiness. Even the
small effect of money on happiness may have to be
tempered by the bidirectional nature of the relationship:

students make more money than less cheerful
classmates? Assuming that a cheerful disposition
remains relatively stable across time, Diener and his
colleagues offer three possible explanations those are

more money may make us somewhat happier, but
happy people also seem to make more money. This is
the finding of a longitudinal study by Diener, Nickerson,

given below. First, a cheerful outlook may create a “can
do” attitude that motivates students to meet new
challenges and to suffer less from setbacks. This may

Luca and Sanvik (2002). These researchers studied
survey data for 13,676 freshmen who began their college
careers in 1976 and were surveyed again about 19 years
later between 1995 and 1997.

result in more persistence and hard work that is valued
by employers and therefore translates into higher
incomes. Second, cheerfulness is a positive quality that
others admire and it may also be related to better social
skills. A cheerful disposition may make a person more
approachable and easier to work with. Cheerful people
may be better at persuading others concerning their
ideas and may be skillful in increasing people’s
willingness to provide assistance and support. Less
cheerful people may not have these advantages. Finally,
to the extent that cheerful people are simply more
likeable because of their upbeat, positive attitude,
employers may give them higher performance
evaluations. Cheerfulness may create a halo effect. That
is, even if a cheerful and less cheerful employee
performed at the same level, employers might give the

Their index of happiness was a self-rated measure of
cheerfulness included in the freshmen survey. Students
were asked to rate their level of cheerfulness in
comparison to the average student of the same age on
a five-point scale (1 = the lowest 10% of cheerfulness
relative to the average student; 2 = below average; 3 =
average; 4 = above average; and 5 = the upper 10%).
Three variables were examined from the follow-up survey:
income, job satisfaction and unemployment history.
Unemployment was defined as a period of 6 months or
longer when the person was not working for pay.
The overall pattern of results showed that those
students who were the most cheerful at college entry
went on to make more money, enjoyed higher job
satisfaction, and suffered substantially less
unemployment compared to their less cheerful

cheerful worker the edge because they are easier to
work with.
Thus, the above three possible explanations are the
important reasons for which happy people make more
money. Therefore, each worker should be happy and
also look cheerful in order to achieve a lot and be

classmates. Findings also showed that parental income
moderated the effects of cheerfulness. Cheerfulness
had a stronger association with current income for

successful throughout their lives.

individuals whose parents had high incomes. As
parents’ income increased, the effect of cheerfulness
also increased. For students with poor parents,
increased cheerfulness had a relatively small effect on
current income. For students with affluent parents, being

Dr. Banamali Mohanty, D. Litt.
Retired Professor of Psychology,
Utkal University, Bhubaneswar
Currently: Professor Emeritus,
Srusti Academy of Management

more cheerful, it had quite large effects on income.
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I am Strong Because...

Strength is not only about how fast you can run or how

3. Train your mental and emotional body as well

many push-ups you can do. It’s also about the strength
inside you.

as your physical self.
Your body is stronger than you think. It will give you
what you need when you need it if you feed it the right
mindset. That’s as important as the right nutrients. A
positive mindset and an even pace will get you through

How do you rise above the troubles and keep moving
forward in tough times? When you make mistakes,
what helps you move ahead? When people around you
are feeling down, how do you use your inner strength
to lift them up?

even the roughest of times.

All of us are aware of the need for ongoing selfimprovement. But often we focus on only external
factors: physical fitness, acquiring skills to make
yourself a stronger leader, or executive acumen.

To be strong, you must rely on the efficient use of
energy. Indecision saps energy and promotes the failure
to act. Therefore, learn to be decisive.

4. Decide, commit and act.

5. Don’t let fear factor into your decision making.

However, none of that will get you where you truly want
to go without support from a strong inner core.

We should not reject opportunities because of the fear
that we can’t do it or something might go wrong. We
understand the need to consider the pros and cons of
our decisions, but be self-aware too. Are you identifying
risks or being just plain fearful? If fear is keeping you
from the next step/adventure/challenge, then you are
allowing it to defeat you. It makes you your own worst
enemy, derailing your growth and development.

Actually, the key to building external success comes
from inside.
Here are some tips to building up your inner strength.
1. Ask yourself “Why?” Then find your answer.
When you have a purpose, you do your best work. You
find your deepest strength. That’s when the desire for
something can transcend the desire for safety. Needing
to make a difference overcomes the fear of failing.
Greater focus on purpose cultivates the strength and
motivation to tackle setbacks. So always ask yourself
“Why” you are doing a particular thing until you get a

6. Embrace what scares you.
Prove that you can take on immense challenges which
will yield increased confidence and inner strength. “Life
can be a constant struggle between what you don’t
think you can do (and remain in status quo) and what
you absolutely can do (progress). Strength comes from
doing what you thought you couldn’t do. When you wipe

satisfying answer.
2. Put yourself first.

out comfort for challenge, change happens and the result
is a better, stronger you. It is exhilarating and

Making your well-being your top priority will help you
find the life flow that you can control and maintain. It’s

memorable.”

like filling your own well or putting on your own oxygen
mask before trying to help someone else. Strength
comes from knowing you have the equipment and tools

7. De-clutter your mind.
Even as little as 10 minutes of meditation a day removes

to handle life’s challenges, give yourself time to build
that equipment and procure the tools to direct the life
you want to lead.

the mental blocks that deplete your energy. It restores
focus and clarity. Those who meditate are one step
ahead of others. Their minds move faster, they are
2

mentally clear and much more decisive. They are a
force to reckon with.

9. Remain calm and preserve self-control in
adversity.

8. Become your own best friend.

Aggression eats away strength and creativity, replacing

Do not mind spending time alone: When we prepare for

them with hostility and close-mindedness. Panic also
weakens the soul, preoccupying the mind and
prohibiting our light from shining through. Replace them
with calm, controlled perseverance which will help us

a tough assignment, we should feel like we are
spending time with our best friend. Feel the joy of
watching that person make noticeable progress and,
even better, breakthroughs. This time spent with your

achieve whatever we set out to do.

striving self is mentally nourishing and gives you the
strength to do it again and again.
Suprit Pattanayak
Manager Consulting
Cognizant Technology Solutions US Corporation

Language is the mirror of your personality

3

Re-Skilling of Indian Youth: Planning the Future

“Many people have serious academic degrees but

New age digital technologies are disrupting the

cannot find a job, and sadly their degrees are so limited
that they cannot even think about how to create a job
for themselves.”

business landscape and impacting the structure of
industries and economic activity. As a result, there is
an overpowering need for skilled workers in India. The
acute shortage of skills is a recurring theme in every

The demands of the job industry are changing more
rapidly than ever before due to technological

sector, industry and profession in India. Over 20 million
youth are added to the workforce every year but only a
small percentage of them actually manage to secure

developments. The industry has now become so volatile
that some skill sets that seemed important until last
year have become irrelevant this year. Similarly, the
skills that are of utmost importance now may not be
relevant in the coming five years.

a job. Finding and retaining skilled talent remains a
big challenge and the workforce needs nurturing in the
right skills. Re-skilling and training of talent in new
and emerging technologies is the need of the hour.
There needs to be emphasis on developing more
practical, applied, skill and experience-based
education. Higher education institutions should build
alliances with industry partners, share learning and
refine strategies. Besides, there needs to be a greater
acceptance of vocational diplomas/certifications by
employers.

Here’s the problem in a nutshell: the job opportunities
that are available today are 21st century jobs. But the
way most people perform these jobs is still stuck in
the previous century. As is the way our society is
training and educating people.
Today, in the 21st century, we’re seeing the rise of new
work models such as freelancing and remote work. In
the most advanced companies, teams are learning to
be more agile, to work with distributed and remote
teams, and to scale up and down to adapt to everchanging conditions.

The fast-paced technological progress is giving way to
new developments that were once considered to be
futuristic. From automated cars and virtual assistants
to robots with cognitive intelligence and more,
machines are taking over several roles that were once
reserved for humans. Routine tasks such as payroll,
data collection and collation, administrative duties, and
more are today performed by digital tools. Clearly,

As per a joint report published by industry lobbies FICCI
and NASSCOM, 37% of the Indian workforce will be in
jobs demanding drastically different skill sets by 202223. This is the future of work.

duties that were once performed by a human are now
being carried out by technology, most of it with
increased accuracy and efficiency. Therefore, re-skilling

India has the demographic dividend, largest youth
population. Still, a large section of our youth is
unemployed. How to bridge this gap?

of Indian youth to face the emerging technological
challenges has become eminently essential under the
ever-changing situation of today.

Susanta Kumar Moharana
Former Dean- Srusti Academy of Management
Currently: Principal Gobal Institute of Management
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Top 5 Skills for New Graduates
Looking for Employment
Are you a new graduate entering the workforce?

3. Teamwork

Graduate employers place a lot of emphasis on finding
the right candidates with the right competencies and
skills for their organizations. Depending on which career
sector you choose to work in, there could be specific

Teamwork skills are important for an employer to
evaluate how a candidate thinks and reacts in a team
environment. They look to see if the individual can lead
and take initiative on a task while effectively listening
and engaging everybody to participate. Employers look

skills or knowledge needed for the job. You will need to
draw your experiences from the classroom, school,
clubs/community organizations or previously held jobs

at past teamwork experiences to see how you can fit
into their team and bring an impact and value to the
group.

to show why you would be a great asset for an
organization.

4. Interpersonal Skills

Top 5 Skills

Interpersonal skills are essential for a candidate to have
as it shows employers that you can interact and work
well with others. Having these skills can help you build
relationships with others within a company. Interpersonal
skills that are sought after are empathy, flexibility and
motivation.

1. Industry Knowledge
It is critical to understand the organization you want to
work for and how they operate as a business. Showing
that you understand what the organization is looking
to achieve and how they compete in the marketplace
will give you a competitive advantage amongst
employers as it demonstrates that you have the
potential to help assist with the growth of the business
or department.

5. Organization Skills
Organizational skills are critical for any candidate to
have at a company as employers want to know if you
can prioritize on deadlines and juggle multiple activities.
Employers want to see if you have effective techniques
to manage the ongoing workload and responsibilities.

2. Communication
Verbal and written communication skills are essential
in today’s workplace as it is important to be clear and
concise with how you tailor your message to others.
Employers seek candidates with exceptional
communication skills as they can address and help

Candidates who are equipped with these Top 5 Skills
will be the most sought after by employers as it’s the
soft skills apart from technical skills that have greater
impact for individuals to move up in the corporate world.
New graduates should personally brand themselves in

resolve issues in a fast-paced work environment. The
ability to have good listening skills and communicate
effectively with co-workers or management is important,

the area they are interested in to pursue, highlighting
how they provided value from previous experiences. In
turn, this helps finding employment at an organization.

no matter what industry you work for in this digital age.

Natasha Ghatta
Business Analyst
Cognizant Technology Solutions, US Corporation
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Service Marketing Mix - The Case of India
One of the fundamental concepts of marketing is

Mutual Funds, Micro Insurance Plans, Health Insurance

marketing mix. Neil Borden developed this concept
during his teaching at Harvard University, U.S.A in the
1950s although he did not formally write the theory of
4Ps till 1964. The term marketing mix refers to a unique

Plans, etc. The entire population of the country
constitutes the target market of the LIC of India. Aam
Aadmi Bima Yojana provides a cover of Rs.30,000 for
its customers. The LIC of India provides a wide gamut

blend of product, price, place (distribution) and
promotion strategies designed to produce mutually
satisfying exchanges with the target customers. Thus,

of insurance plans with varied interest rate, premium to
be paid and term of insurance. Special plans are updated
from time to time basically launched during festive

the traditional marketing mix is composed of four Ps:
Product, Price, Place and Promotion. Because services
are usually produced and consumed simultaneously,
customers are often present in the firm, interact directly
with the firm’s personnel, and are actually part of the
service production process. Also because services are
intangible, customers often look for any tangible cue
to help them understand the nature of the service
experience. Acknowledgement of the importance of
these additional variables, viz. people, physical
evidence and process has led services marketers to
adopt the concept of expanded marketing mix for
services or in short, 7 Ps of marketing mix.

occasions. Jeevan Akshay and Jeevan Nidhi are the
pension plans provided by the LIC of India for support of
individuals after retirement. Micro Insurance Plans are
a mixture of insurance and investment. On the whole,
product portfolio of the LIC of India is very broad and
newer and newer insurance products are added. The
latest product to be added is the Corona Insurance.
Price Mix
The LIC of India has several products and hence a
diverse price (premium) range as well. Initially, in the
insurance sector there was only one large player, but
now there is tough competition, especially from private
players. Therefore, price plays an important role for
dominance in life insurance market. Premium for LIC’s
Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana starts from as low as Rs 200
per annum. Price of the insurance schemes depends
on the degree of risk, term of scheme and return that it
gives.

The Life Insurance Corporation of India was enjoying
the monopoly of life insurance business in India till about
2000. Since 2001, other insurance companies have
come into operation. Now, there is keen competition in
the life insurance business In India. The selling approach
has been eliminated. The concept of marketing has

In the pension schemes the price of LIC Jeevan Akshya
scheme requires a minimum purchase price of
Rs.1,00,000 or Rs.1,50,000 and a minimum age of 30
years to 85 years. Service tax is levied under pension
scheme. This increases the price amount to a very less
extent. In the endowment plans premium is paid on
monthly, quarterly, half yearly or yearly basis. This is
to attract more and more policy holders of all income
groups. For health insurance from LIC, the premium
starts from as low as Rs.1,400 and the price depends
on the age and gender of the insured.

come to play a role in this service. In this article, we
shall discuss the 7Ps of marketing mix of the LIC of
India.
Product Mix
The Life Insurance Corporation of India provides various
policies for its customers. The product width of LIC
includes Aam Aadmi Bima Yojana, Special Insurance
Plans such as Children’s Education Endowment,
Marriage Endowment, Pension Plans, Unit Linked
6

incorporated into the promotion mix of LIC of India. The
LIC also sponsors various sports activities and takes

Place Mix (Distribution mix)
The LIC of India has a broad organization structure

part in exhibitions. Distribution of calendars and diaries
is also practised by the LIC of India.

covering the whole of India and some parts of the world.
LIC’s international operations cover 14 countries that
include Abu Dhabi, Dubai, Oman, Kuwait, Qatar and

Since the Life Insurance Corporation follows marketing,

Saudi Arabia. Joint venture companies operate in
Bahrain, Nepal, Sri Lanka, Kenya, Bangladesh, etc.

there are other three Ps to make it 7Ps of marketing
mix, i.e. expanded marketing mix.

In India, Central office, Zonal offices, Divisional offices,
Branch offices exist in various cities and towns.

People
Life insurance companies focus on people management

Headquarters is based in Mumbai. It has an extensive
network in India. LIC has 11,000+ branch offices spread
across the country with 8 zonal offices, 110 + divisional
offices, 2000 + branch offices, 1400 + satellite offices

very meticulously. In order to be the consistent market
leader in the insurance sector, it is very important to
have a team of people to be able to constantly deliver
the products and services. Their attitudes and behaviour,

and 1200 + mini offices. LIC has the largest insurance
network in the country. It has got an App in all platforms.
This helps customers to easily access them anytime
and anywhere.

how the people are dressed, their personal appearance,
etc. influence the customer’s (prospective policy holder)
perceptions of the service. The LIC boasts of having a
strong agent network across India. It has a total of
20,16,565 agents in the field reaching out to existing
and potential customers every day. The total number of
people working as officers in the LIC is around 2,47,541.
This level can be reached only by qualifying in the
competitive examinations specially designed for the LIC
of India. The LIC’s AAO entrance examination serves
this purpose. It helps in recruiting direct officers and
trains them further before posting them to their
respective branches. Continuous training and retraining
of agents and development of officers take place for
qualitative improvement of the LIC’s personnel.

Technology in policy procurement and payment of
maturity proceeds is extensively in use in the LIC of
India. The agents/advisors are present whenever they
are informed. Use of NEFT, interaction with policy
holders through SMS is extensive and payment of
premium through internet is quite popular. Through IT,
LIC of India has expanded its branches to a large extent
and policy holders are also put in a comfortable position.
Earlier, agents had to meet and follow the prospective
policy holders to motivate them to buy policies. But
now because of increasing awareness of the benefits
of life insurance, prospective buyers are approaching
insurances officials to take policies. There is a complete
shift from selling approach to marketing approach.

Physical Evidence
Physical evidence comprises of the environment in which
the service is delivered and where the firm and the
customers interact, and any tangible components that
facilitate performance or communication of the service.

Promotion Mix
Promotion mix of LIC of India comprises mostly of
personal selling. But because of rising competition,
advertising, publicity and sales promotion are also
playing a role in marketing life insurance. The promotion
mix of LIC also consists of television advertising,

The physical evidence of LIC of India includes the external
and internal environment of the offices, the self
explanatory logo, signage, etc. Besides, all other tangible
representations of the service such as brochures, letter
heads, business cards, reports, etc. form essential part
of the physical evidence of the LIC of India.

distribution of pamphlets and leaflets, and various CSR
activities. Social media, electronic bill boards are also
7

The LIC needs to reach out to the potential policy holders
in order to sell it. LIC of India keeps this in mind and

Process
Process in service marketing means the actual

thus maintains a seamless process which caters to
the public. It needs to follow the IRDA rules and
guidelines strictly in order to provide quality service.
Even for policy holder’s grievance redressal, the LIC of

procedures, mechanisms and flow of activities by which
the service is delivered. The actual delivery steps in
insurance service that the customer experiences or the
operational flow of the service also give customers
evidence on which to judge the service.

India has a grievance redressal system. This is the
marketing-mix elements of the Life Insurance
Corporation of India.

Life insurance is a type of service where customers
mostly do not come forward on their own to avail of it.

Prof. S.C. Sahoo
Former Professor and Head of the Department of Business Administration,
Utkal University, Bhubaneswar
Currently: Professor Emeritus, Srusti Aacademy of Management

“Th
e aim of marketing is to kn
ow and understand the
“The
know
customer so well the product or service fits him and
sells itself.”
Peter Dru
cker
Drucker
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A Flower that Blooms in the Night

Once upon a time, in the vast vineyard of a well-to-do

more. She met people with supernatural powers such

family, there lived three sisters. The eldest was Olivia,
the second sister was named as Grace and the
youngest sister was Violet. The sisters had a strong
bond that they possessed since birth. But life never

as sorcerers, witches and different mythical creatures
such as phoenix, mermaids, unicorns and so on. Every
time she travelled to a new country, she made some
friends and enemies of all kind.

remains the same. They lost their parents at a very
early age in a disease. Growing up without a guardian
was difficult but they managed their lives somehow with

One day while travelling, a fellow traveler told her the
story of Alomkik, a kingdom of people possessing
supernatural powers protected by their protector Pamola
who captured those who tried to trespass their country.
This country never welcomed any outsider to enter it. It
seemed like a huge mountain range and it was said
that no human being could ever cross that range to
enter their country. The superstition was that once they
allowed one outsider but he tried to steal the power of
their people and as a result he was punished by their
protector Pamola and now he stood as a mountain
protecting Alomkik.

perseverance and pure love for each other. But with the
passage of time, financial difficulties arose. Olivia was
smart and extremely intelligent. So she decided to
move to a faraway country to feed her sister’s hungry
stomachs and to fulfill her dreams. The two other sisters
were brokenhearted due to this separation from their
eldest sister as they thought they were inseparable.
But fate never sided with the sisters. The eldest sister
was not so lucky and there were a number of hurdles
that she started facing in her difficult life.

The story was rather fascinating than scary to Violet.
She wanted to go and see the people there. The traveler
shared a map with her and gave her an advice that it
was the 79th time that he had tried to enter that country
and if she was unable to enter at one go, then it was
useless to try the other 78 times. Violet respectfully
took the advice and moved as per the map. The map
was difficult but her true determination made her reach
the mountain range of Alomkik. But the true test started
there. She tried all she could do to climb that mountain
but every time she climbed, she found herself at the
same location. It was like she was not moving an inch
at all. But she remembered something from one of the
wizards she met who had told her that if you fail in your
attempts, then your vision of success need to be
changed.

Grace was not as intelligent as Olivia but she was the
smartest of them all. Knowing the state of the family,
she also decided to do some work to help Olivia and
Violet. She started selling fruits and vegetables grown
in their garden and vineyard.
Time passed and the three sisters were separated due
to their lives and decisions they took for their careers.
Violet was a young girl with thousands of dreams. She
was not certain which dreams to pursue. Since birth
she never took her life decisions; starting from clothes
to education, everything was decided by her sisters.
Now when all of them started doing well in their lives,
she also wanted to take some crucial decisions. After
a lot of discussions and arguments, she was allowed
to move abroad. Unlike the other sisters, Violet was a

— She asked the mountain, “Why can’t I enter?”

spirited girl without any goal to achieve. So she decided

— “What’s the purpose of your visit?” the mountain
answered.

to travel all around the world to get the motivation of
life. On her way she met different kinds of people such
as physicians, artisans, hunters, potters and many

— She said, “I want to see the people with power.”
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— “You can’t enter,” the mountain answered.

But it was too late and she already knew too much
about their country. After refusal from the mountain, she

Every time she asked, the mountain gave the same
answer to her. Then something clicked in her mind.

challenged Pamola to fight with her and she said if she
won, she should be allowed to leave. The protector was
angry but agreed to fight. The fight was something that
never happened in their country.

— She said, “I want to enter your kingdom.”
— “What’s the purpose of your visit?” the mountain
asked.

On the other hand, Olivia and Grace met the traveler

— “I want to be a part of your kingdom,” she answered.

who gave the map to Violet. He said everything that
happened and to their utter surprise he was a wizard
too. He gave them the precious Moon Flower and asked
them to possess the power only once when they truly

— “But once a part, always a part. You can never leave.
You will forget everything about your family and
friends and the people you love,” the mountain said.

desired something. They crossed the difficult path and
reached the mountain range.

— “I am prepared for it.”
A path in between the range opened for her. The moment
she stepped in she forgot everything except her name.
She slowly started getting closer to people of Alomkik.
She learnt magic and wizardry and everything. Years
passed.

In Alomkik, Violet fought with all her might and at a
point it was difficult to decide who was going to win.
But Pamola played tricks with her and Violet turned
into a mountain as a punishment and an example to
whoever wished to fight.

Grace and Olivia started searching for their sister
everywhere. But there was no luck for them. And here
in Alomkik, Violet became a very successful witch of
their country. But one part of her heart always felt empty
as if something she needed was missing from her life.
One day while talking to her friend Scarlet, Violet shared
her feelings. Scarlet said there is a flower that blooms
in the night which is called the Moon Flower. It has the
power to make you realize your true desire but getting
that flower is very difficult. It blossoms once in a Blue

The sisters were about to use the flower to enter the
country .But they heard a whisper saying, “Wish her to
come out of the country alive.” They didn’t think a
moment and wished her to come out alive leaving the
country behind.
While everyone was terrified with the punishment,
Pamola was proud as he had won the battle and saved
his beloved country. Suddenly, to everyone’s surprise,
the mountain turned into a girl and within seconds it
was Violet alive again. The people’s fear turned into
astonishment as this was the most unexpected thing
that had ever happened.

Moon and you cannot reach there with your magic
power. You can find it if you are truly in need of
something; greed can never lead you to the power of
the flower.

The mountain turned into the Goddess Hecate and said
that it was she as the traveler who advised her to come

Violet started her journey in the darkest hour of the
night. She fell down often on the way but never gave
up. She finally reached the flower. It was glowing like a

here. It was she who tested her before entering their
country. She never prevented any outsider to enter but
only a true person with a golden heart could enter it. If
Violet wasn’t pure, she could have never found the moon

diamond reflecting the blue rays of the moon. The
moment she touched the flower, all the memories of
her childhood came back to her. The flower also showed
her how her sisters were looking for her. She broke into

flower. It was not the power of the Moon Flower; it was
the love between the sisters that brought her back to
life. And there was no such flower as powerful as love
that Violet had for her sisters. She was the one which

tears as she couldn’t believe that she forgot about her
only family. She went to the mountain and asked it to
open the path as she wanted to leave the country forever.

made the flower glow in the night. It was the power of
10

her love that made the flower glow and blossom against
all odds. She opened the gates of her kingdom and

The next thing Violet saw after opening her eyes was
her sisters waiting for her. She hugged them and she

while leaving the country, Hecate said, “You will leave
everything here including your power and memories of
Alomkik but if you ever truly need the power, it will come
to you automatically.”

left the country with them. She understood that the
power she was trying to possess all her life was inside
her. It was she who could bring a change in her own
life.
Shikha Swarupa Pattanaik
MBA: 2017-19

“Your time is limited, so don’t waste it living someone
else’s life. Don’t be trapped by dogma – which is living
with the results of other people’s thinking.”
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Impact of Covid-19 on HR Practices
and Future Workforce
The impact of Covid-19 on health, economies, and

procurement of masks, hand-washes, and sanitizers

markets is an unfolding story that’s complex and fluid
in its ever-changing dimensions. One of the most
important visible impacts of the virus has been on the
organisations and therefore the nature of workplaces.

was critical albeit supplies fell low in the market.
The coronavirus crisis has helped to highlight the
worth that HR delivers to keep employees engaged,
motivated, safe, and productive. However, the WFH
concept and minimal staffing situation are likely to

As the coronavirus spreads invisibly across the world,
nation after nation has declared lockdowns, and
organisations have scrambled to adjust to lockdown

continue for a few more months. The very nature of the
virus and its transmissibility have made it clear that
social distancing goes to be the new normal for a
minimum of a year. This implies that the pandemic

restrictions while striving to keep operations going.
Work-from-home (WFH) became the immediate
solution for business continuity.

situation will impact HR practices like recruitment, onboarding, and learning and development. Recruitment
teams will insist on tech-savvy talent who can perform
better in a predominantly digital workplace. Processes
for on-boarding new hires will need to change to become
fully digital.

Agility, creativity, flexibility - these are the attributes
demonstrated by HR in the lockdown scenario. As
employees started logging in remotely, HR functions
stepped up to rework brick-and-mortar offices into virtual
workplaces almost overnight. Guidelines to make sure
that employees could manage WFH seamlessly and
securely had to be quickly defined and disseminated.
In many cases, employees had to be supported with
digital infrastructure - laptops, data cards - to make
sure that business continuity might be maintained. The
coronavirus pandemic has increased the stress on the
‘human connect’ aspect of the HR function. Amid a
rapidly unfolding health crisis, HR stands ready to
supply critical communication on safety protocols,

Some of the changes are exciting in their potential for
transformation. In the appreciable future, HR will play a
key role in redefining, perhaps permanently, the character
of the workplace. For instance, standard attendance
and leave policies will not work. Organisations will need
to place a better degree of trust within the integrity and
commitment of employees working remotely. WFH may
impact decision-making structures thanks to the
constraints of video meeting platforms. Smaller teams

hygiene practices, emergency numbers, list of
hospitals, guidelines for quarantining and isolating, and
much more. Many organisations went the additional

could also be ready to collaborate better and take
decisions faster. In some ways, WFH may even be a
blessing in disguise. Being able to figure from home
may help people to balance professional and
private issues better. It may enable more women and

mile to assist employees handle stress by fixing online
classes for employee well-being and motivation.
Employee safety became the prime concern, and HR
teams partnered with other functions to define ways of

people with disabilities to enter the workforce.

ensuring safety and social distancing compliance at
factories and plants. Regular disinfection of premises,

to build up technology adoption and digitalization,
enable dispersed operations, and collaborative
functioning. As organisations get easier with employees
working remotely, the need for office space and glued

Having larger remote workforces will push organisations

offices, buses, and colonies has become a
crucial component of keeping employees safe. The
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workstations may reduce drastically. Organisations
could also be ready to leverage WFH concept to chop

organisations are finding new ways to become more
productive with fewer resources. Doing more with less

costs on land and brick-and-mortar infrastructure.

is the mantra in the post-corona world. When the planet
changed practically overnight with the coronavirus
pandemic, organisations did too. The industry is
watching the reinvention of the workplace happening

Many of those changes are already afoot, and
organisations are during a constant mode of reinventing
practically every process and policy. The bright side to
the present unprecedented health crisis is that

before our eyes.
Rajesh Mohapatra
MBA: 2018-20
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An Inspirational Story

We are all born into this world. But we need God’s

she fell into an 8 feet deep ditch and developed spinal

blessings to live as real human beings. I am mentioning
a burning example below.

cord problem. She has had more than her fair share of
grief in this world. She has married off her daughter.
Her daughter has one girl child. Both her daughter and
granddaughter live with her now.

She is a very simple woman. She has a beautiful smile
on her face all the time. She believes in helping other
people whenever she can. After 16 years of working as

She works for an NGO. She had gone around distributing

a teacher, she joined our college. While she worked as
a teacher, she donated globes, dictionaries and books
to her school (Utkalmani Vidya Mandir). She spends
money from her own pocket to prepare question-answer
booklets for students and conducts tests for them in
the school. She used to teach students at her own
house. She used to make pickles, papad, etc. at home
and sell them by moving from door to door. She never
thought that any work was too small for her to perform.
Copying and cheating were anathema to her. In Srusti,
she completed B. Lib & Inf. Sc. from Nilakantha College
and M. Lib. & Inf. Sc. from Fakir Mohan University,
Balasore. She used to go to Balasore to attend the
University at four in the morning. She got 1st class in
M. Lib. & Inf. Sc. In Srusti, she also does admission
work, hostel work, library work, etc. properly.

food to the poor at the time of Fani. She is extremely
talented and quick at composing songs from her
childhood. She has also prepared a notebook for her
own songs. If it is published then she will be happy.
She was the Athletic Secretary in her college in 1995.
She got a prize in 8000 meter running race held in
Barabati Stadium, Cuttack.
She guides children for developing good habits in dayto-day life.
Here in Srusti, she is an example of a courageous,
humble, devoted and responsible personality.
She is our Draupadi Mishra, Asst. Librarian, Srusti
Academy of Management.
Moral is:

She has five sisters and one brother. The brother is the
oldest among them. She has been bearing the burden
of her family to a great extent after the death of her
father. She married off one sister. Unfortunately, her
husband expired. Her sister was a mother of two
children at the time. A nephew of hers expired because

•

Always help others, God will help you.

•

Never mind if it is a small work. Develop a broad
mind.

•

Money is not a big thing. You should dream big.

•

Always think big and think about others first, God
is there to think about you.

of blood cancer. One niece got burnt to the extent of
90%. She is a broad-minded woman who spends lots
of money for others but God always helps her. One day
Sucheta Pattanayak
Librarian, Srusti Academy of Management

“Success is not final, failure is not fatal: it is the courage to
continue that counts.”
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Anything for You

The day was hectic. He resigned from his job, signed

“Life is always a blessing. It is our perspective. Come

the divorce papers sent by Sonia and left his home in a
dejected mood. The gloomy atmosphere and the silent
city seemed like mocking at him and teasing him: Rajiv,
you are just a failure. He wandered on the highway that

with me,” said Rakshit and forcefully took him to his
residence. In the next 10 minutes, they covered the 8
km long bridge, the highway, the railway crossing and
stopped at the outskirts of the city. Rajiv wondered how

he passed every day.

they could reach here within such a short span! It was
not possible for a man to drive faster than air and cover
a distance of not less than 40 km within ten minutes.

The same river and the same bridge. He felt a soothing
air around. He moved near and saw his own reflection

He had seen this happening in the superhero movies.
But how could it happen in real life!

in the clean blue water. He looked confused and halfdead. He hated himself. A complete failure like him had
no right to live. Probably, he was unfit for this successdriven world. It seemed as if his reflection from the water
screamed at him: You are alive, but for whom? You
have lost your job, love and marriage. The world has
rejected you.

“Welcome home, my friend,” said Rakhsit and took him
inside, “Mom would be glad to see you after a long
time.
Rajiv found the entrance was tidy and beautiful flowers
bloomed in the garden. He had never been to his home
earlier. He met him last before leaving for his higher
studies. Later, he lost contact with almost all of his
friends. Professional life and family responsibility had
dragged him away from his social life. His mother
received him and immediately went to the kitchen to
get him something. It was a small but well-furnished
house with large rooms and beautiful living space. He
noticed a thick layer of dust on the antique furniture
and the TV screen. The wooden dining set and the
photographs hanging from the wall seemed to have not
been dusted for long.

He had no wishes, no desires and no claims. Suddenly,
life had turned burdensome for him. Without calculating
the loss and gain, it was better to hide his face in the
depth of the ocean. As he closed his eyes and was
about to jump into the water, he felt a touch on his right
shoulder. He opened his eyes and turned to find his
childhood friend, Rakshit.
“Rajiv! What are you up to!” exclaimed Rakshit.
Rajiv was taken aback. From where did he materialize
out of the blue? He stared at him, baffled. Considering
it to be an illusion, he turned towards the bridge and
prepared to jump. This time Rakshit forcefully dragged
him aside and said, “Are you nuts, buddy? Thanks to

Rakshit sensed his observation and said, “We returned
from vacation just a few hours ago. I went to fetch some
needful stuff and met you there. The room was not
cleaned for some time, so it looks a bit dusty. Let us
move to the terrace in the fresh air.”

the divinity, I noticed you here; I was passing this way
towards my home nearby. What is wrong with you?”
Rajiv covered his face with his hand.

Meanwhile, his mother brought a glass of soft drink
and some snacks for us. She caressed my head

“Let me jump and free my soul from this accursed life,”
insisted Rajiv.

affectionately and said, “You look tired. Stay with us
today. I shall prepare dinner.”
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room. An old man, in his 80s, was sitting on an armchair
with his face dug into a voluminous book. He sometimes

nice sleep, my friend,” saying this Rakshit opened the
window and prepared to leave.

turned the pages and adjusted his spectacles.

“Thank you so much, Rakshit, for all that you did for

“Bhagavad Gita,” said Rakshit from behind and startled
Rajiv. It seemed as if he was reading his mind. “Dad
hardly speaks to anybody now-a-days. He loves
spending the entire day in his small library and reading

me today. I must say, you are lucky to have such a
loving family, a beautiful home where happiness and
peace reside.”
“Anything for you, my friend,” said Rakshit with a smile
that displayed less satisfaction and more pain. “But

scriptures and epics.”
In the next few hours, the two friends enjoyed the
soothing breeze in the silent evening on the terrace.

Rajiv, you can never judge other people’s life without
getting into their shoes.” Rakshit held his friend and
said, “You are lucky too, brother, you have the Almighty’s
best blessing with you that is Life. Live it and make it

“Tell me, friend, what made you take the extreme
decision?” inquired Rakshit.

worthy. There are many people who long to live, but
destiny denies them.”

“Life has left me frustrated. The boss treats me like a
slave, Sonia considers me as irresponsible and
indifferent, the people around me consider me a failure.
I have no reasons to live,” replied Rajiv in a low voice.
He continued, “I didn’t understand, why you saved me.
Nothing in this world would standstill after my death,
and nothing would change with my presence.”

Saying this, he embraced him and left the room. The
soft wind from the window lulled him to sleep. He slept
like a baby till the morning sun greeted him and woke
him up from his deep slumber. He found himself sleeping
at a dilapidated thatched hut. The roof was not good
enough to prevent the sunrays from coming in. His head
was resting on a brick, causing pain in the right side of
his neck. He turned around and found nobody except a
black car parked there at a safe distance. The place
seemed at the outskirts of the city. How did he reach
there? Which place was this? His mind was blank. Why
did he sleep in the ruins of this building?

Rakshit listened and placed his hand on his shoulder
and said, “You told me once that God has better plans
for all of us. How did you forget it? All the roads do not
end at the same destination, my friend. I don’t know
about the changes you can make to this world, but I
believe you have the potential to bring changes to your
life. Let’s take dinner. Take some rest. The sun next
morning would find a new way for you.”

“Side, please!” honked someone from behind. It was a
bullock cart.

They moved to the dining space. He was bewildered to
see the entire room, the furniture and the utensils,
shinning as if soaked in detergent water for an hour or
two. How was the entire room cleaned in a fraction?
Let’s not be a detective and concentrate on food as the

He stopped him and asked, “Can you tell me about this
house? What happened to this building overnight?”
The man gave a shocking look. “What! Overnight! Are
you crazy? Where have you come from? You don’t look

smell was captivating. He was delighted to find all his
favourite dishes served at dinner. After a hectic day,

like the inhabitant of this village! Otherwise, you would
have known, the entire family passed away three years

this was something like nectar to him. They completed
dinner and he was offered the room that was adjacent
to the library.

ago. The house caught fire, and the villagers could not
succeed in saving the poor souls! Since then this
beautiful home has turned to be the resting place of
three poor souls!”

“This room would bring fresh air to you throughout the
night, and the morning sun would wake you up. Have a

Saying this, he left. These words left him flabbergasted.
He moved into his car and found a piece of paper lying
16

on the front seat. It was written: Wish you a new,
prosperous life, my friend. He knew it was Rakshit’s

Was it a dream or hallucination? Was it just a passing
wind that saved his life? Was it really that his friend

handwriting. He looked at the house once and saw his
friend waving at him. Without a second, he drove away.
He moved ahead, but his mind went back to recall what
happened last night. He tried to join the dots.

had gifted him another life to restart? Rakshit means
‘someone who protects.’ He saved him by changing
his perception of life. His words reeled in Rajiv’s mind,
and the car headed towards an unknown destination in
search of a new beginning.
Sonali Ganguly

Former English Faculty, Srusti Academy of Management
Currently: Research Scholar, IIIT

“If you set your goals ridiculously high and it’s a failure, you
will fail above everyone else’s success.”
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Best Inspiring Collection By Shiv Khera From
You Can Win
wait forever. Life is like that too. You make choices and

If You Think

pay the price.

If you think you are beaten, you are.

Risks

If you think you dare not, you don’t! If you like to win,
but think you can’t, it’s almost a cinch you won’t. If

To laugh is to risk appearing the fool.

you think you’ll lose, you’re lost; success begins with
a fellow’s will; it’s all in the state of mind.

To weep is to risk appearing sentimental. To expose
feelings is to risk exposing your true self. To place your
ideas and dreams before a crowd is to risk their loss.

If you think you are outclassed, you are. You’ve got to
think high to rise. You’ve got to be sure of yourself before

To love is to risk not being loved in return.

you can ever win a prize. Life’s battles don’t always go
to the stronger and faster man, But sooner or later the
man who wins is the man who thinks he can.

To live is to risk dying. To hope is to risk despair. To try
is to risk failure. But risks must be taken, because the
greatest hazard in life is to risk nothing. The person
who risks nothing and does nothing gets nothing. They
may avoid suffering and sorrow, but they cannot learn,
feel, change, grow, love, or live. Chained by their
attitudes, they are slaves, they have forfeited their
freedom. Only a person who risks is free.

The Greatest Gift
Man, of all creatures, is physically the most ill-equipped
in this world. He cannot fly like a bird, can be killed by
a tiny insect, cannot outrun a leopard, cannot swim
like an alligator, cannot climb the tree like a monkey,
doesn’t have the eye of an eagle, nor does he have the
claws and teeth of a wild cat. Physically, man is
helpless and defenseless.

The Man with Balloons
There was a man who made a living selling balloons at
a fair. He had all colors of balloons, including red, yellow,
blue, and green. Whenever business was slow, he would
release a helium-filled balloon into the air and when the
children saw it go up, they all wanted to buy one. They
would come up to him, buy a balloon and his sales

But nature is reasonable and kind. Nature’s greatest
gift to man is the ability to think. He can create his own
environment, whereas animals adapt to their
environment.
Sadly, very few people use the greatest gift, i.e. the
ability to think to their full potential.

would go up again. He continued this process all day.
One day, he felt someone tugging at his jacket. He
turned around and saw a little boy who asked, “If you
release a black balloon, would that also fly?” Moved by
the boy’s concern, the man replied with empathy, “Son,
it is not the color of the balloon, it is what is inside that
makes it go up.” The same thing applies to our lives. It

Failures are of two kinds, viz. those who did and
never thought, and those who thought and never did.
Going through life without using our ability to think is
like shooting without aiming.

is what is inside that counts. The thing inside of us that
makes us go up is our attitude. Have you ever wondered
why some individuals, organizations, or countries are

Life is like a cafeteria. You take your tray, select your
food and pay at the other end. You can get anything
you want as long as you are willing to pay the price. In
a cafeteria, if you wait for people to serve you, you will

more successful than others? It is not a secret. These
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individual, organization or country depends on the
quality of their people. Mr. Khera says that he had

company a great place to work by being fair and equal
with everyone.

spoken to executives in major corporations all over the
world and asked one question: “If you had a magic wand
and there was one thing you would want changed that
would give you a cutting edge in the marketplace

William James of Harvard University said, “The greatest
discovery of my generation is that human beings can
alter their lives by altering their attitudes of
mind.”Experience has shown that human resource is
the most valuable asset of any business. It is more

resulting in increased productivity and profits, what
would that be?” The response he received was
unanimous. They all said that if people had better

valuable than capital or equipment. Unfortunately, it is
also the most wasted. People can be your biggest asset
or your biggest liability; it depends how you keep and
use them.

attitudes, they’d be better team players, it’d cut down
waste, improve loyalty and, in general, make their

Sagarika Sharma
MBA: 2019-21

“Be positive. Your mind is more powerful than you
think. What is down in the well comes up in the
bucket. Fill yourself with positive things.”
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CORONAVIRUS: A Blessing in Disguise

In late 2019, a novel infectious disease with human to

material success and grandeur made man think that

human transmission (COVID-19) was identified in
Wuhan, China which now has turned into a global
pandemic. Countries all over the world have implemented
some sort of lockdown to slow down its infection and

he is a supreme being and needs no one! But this
pandemic has exposed man’s helplessness in ways
more than one. It has clarified that as a creation, man
has an inherent need to look up to a Higher Being – our

mitigate it. Lockdown due to COVID-19 has drastic
effects on social and economic fronts. However, this
lockdown also has some positive effects on natural

Creator, the Sustainer of the Universe – and follow His
Creation Plan. This realization that the universe is
managed by an all-powerful Creator is the first step

environment. Recent data released by NASA (National
Aeronautics and Space Administration) and ESA
(European Space Agency) indicates that pollution in
some of the epicentres of COVID-19 such as Wuhan,
Italy, Spain and USA, etc. has reduced by about 30%.

towards acknowledging where we stand in this universe
and what we ought to do.
God Almighty gave a custom-made universe to man
but he failed to acknowledge His blessings. Instead,
he succumbed to the fulfillment of his insatiable desires
and as a consequence polluted the very planet which
was his life-support system. In exchange of overnourishing his material self, man severely famished his
spiritual self.

People often say that this pandemic of coronavirus is a
divine punishment (or azaab) which has been unleashed
on mankind. Such notions have spread rampantly and
have become the cause of negativity, distress and
despair in the minds of people around the globe. Some
have begun to visualize this pandemic as a ‘full stop’ to
life. I feel that coronavirus is a form of shock treatment
by the Creator to awaken man’s mind. It should not be
viewed as a ‘full stop’ to life - rather it should be viewed
as a ‘comma’ which has invited man to pause, think
and reflect.

The present-day pandemic is a warning from the Creator
so that man takes heed, realizes his shortcomings and
inculcates the spirit of shukr or thanksgiving in himself.
True feeling of gratitude stems from the heart, takes
the form of words and becomes a prayer on the lips of
a spiritual person.
It is time now to acknowledge the blessings of our
Creator, to undertake re-planning and re-evaluation of
our lives, to seek contentment in what we have and not
what we can have. Such an approach is the prerequisite

Man had become far too reckless in his pursuit of
materialism and this pandemic is like being nudged
out of this reverie. If we understand its importance, it
would seem like a second lease of life which is given to

to a healthy mind and will determine how one leads a
positive, fulfilling and a spiritually nourishing life.

awaken man’s mind and compel him to rethink about
his life’s priorities because in rethinking lies the secret
of learning and discovering new ideas. This pandemic,

We should remember that this too shall pass. I pray
and hope that not only will this experience enhance
our spirituality but that it will also make us more resilient
to face challenges in life and master the art of finding a

therefore, is a blessing in disguise which will help man
re-plan, course-correct and build a positive approach
to life.

positive outcome in every situation!
Nirmal Ku. Routra
Assistant Professor, Finance
Srusti Academy of Management

As he embarks on this journey of reflection, man is hit
by the superficiality of his notions which made him
believe that he is in complete control of his life. The
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Learning from Failures

Learning from failures is an unconventional method

Simple judgments can turn a failure into success.

towards success. Usually people learn from success
stories. But if we shall examine the life of great leaders
and scientists we can find that they learn more from
their failures than their successes. Failure is a

Revising your idea, targeting a different audience or
redefining your brand identity could all easily take a
failed concept and turn it into something more
successful.

necessary experience if you want to be eventually
successful. It seems to be an illogical statement as
failures and success are generally considered as

We can take another case. Steve Jobs was a
mastermind of technological innovation and corporate
vision. He was the man responsible for making Apple

complete opposites. However, experiences from failures
are both enlightening and motivating as long as you
view it in right perspective. As a young professional or
entrepreneur or anybody trying to achieve something
significant, failure has the potential to hold you back
indefinitely only if you let it do so. But it is observed in
our day to day life that many can’t achieve a major
success because of a lack of mindset to learn from
their repeated failures. They feel proud to share their
small achievements rather than examining the causes
of failures in their path towards success. As a matter
of fact, they can’t achieve a major success though they
are energetic, ambitious and intelligent. But at the same
time there are multiple instances which inspire us to
learn from failure stories. According to John C. Maxwell,
“The difference between average people and achieving

the company it is today. The past life of Steve Jobs in
littered with failures and setbacks. He started Apple in
1976 but faced many hurdles. Jobs was kicked out
from his own company in 1975 because of an
unsuccessful product launch. Jobs founded a new
company called NeXT. It also proved unsuccessful for
a while before it caught the eye of a struggling Apple in
1997. Apple purchased the company and brought Jobs
back into a leadership position. Now this man is behind
the breakthrough products of Apple such as ipad, iphone
and ipac. What is the takeaway? Successful people
have a high degree of perseverance behind their
monumental and unprecedented legacy.
Another example we can quote is that of Thomas Edison
about whom his teachers had said that he was “too
stupid to learn anything”. But to his credit Edison held

people is their perception of and response to failure.”

more than 1,000 patents. After inventing the electric
bulb, Edison once said, “I found thousands of ways by

Here we can take the example of Bill Gates, one of the
richest people in this planet today. Many people
attribute his success to a kind of luck or a sudden
twist of fortune. But the reality is that Bill Gates

which an electric bulb cannot be produced.”
Therefore, it is better to learn from mistakes and failures
rather than imitating a mere successful achievement.

experienced a crushing failure before he had anything
to do which Microsoft. Gates learnt from each failure
quickly and finally could give it a shape. The lesson

Another learning point from the above discussion is
that one should be a fast learner in this competitive

from this story is that, even though your idea seems
great but does not yield result, remember that you still
have plenty of ideas and opportunities ahead of you.
You have to recognize it and tap it rather than trying
with old principles and old testaments.

world to be ahead of others.

Prof. (Dr.) Umakanta Dash
Vice-principal
Srusti Academy of Management
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Practicing Patience: A Life Skill to Master

“Little by little through patience and repeated effort,

becoming annoyed or anxious. It is the shortest route

the mind will become stilled in the Self.” - Bhagavad
Gita.

to remain focused for tiny dreams and aims also. Life
will come to us as it desires to come with rejections,
delays, setbacks and frustrations. Take a pause! We
survived well in COVID, didn’t we? We came out

“Have Patience” - a common piece of advice and an
uncommon thing to practice. Patience is a virtue, and
there’s a reason – it’s a tough skill to master. Not really
a tough skill, it is more of an art or a skill which can be
learnt, practiced and developed.

successfully from a mental depression to normalcy now.
Recoveries are seen both in Covid cases and mental
well-being. It is no more a surprise to have a glimpse of
a schoolboy cycling on city streets and a crowd around
a puchkawala again. The essential skill we all learned
in this pandemic without much effort is “Having
Patience”. Sounds interesting, yet it is true that we
have been learning and practicing it for the last nine
months. We learned it while washing daily dishes,
sweeping the same clean house twice a day, waking
up lazily and in wearing pajamas almost every day,
attending work from office from the same coffee table
of our living rooms, sipping the same insipid tea at 4.30
p.m. while sitting on the balcony and gazing at empty
streets and silent compounds, watching the repeat
telecast of TV serials, drinking kadha four times a day,
staring at stars after years from our terrace, and not
being able to sleep at nights and again welcoming a
new day with the same routine. This is the beautiful
skill we mastered, to become better and we know we
won the challenge with PATIENCE. It permits us to not
spiral downwards emotionally if things go wrong or awry.

By birth, we have a desire for instant gratification. The
child cries for milk, with a desire of immediate fulfilment
of demand. Slowly, the demand expands to toys,
bicycles and entertainment to choosing a life partner.
In this process if he is asked to WAIT, he would refuse
as a natural reaction. In this modern and virtual age,
patience has already been forgotten by most of us.
Minor things like traffic jam, stock market ups and
downs, waiting outside a washroom, standing in a queue
at a ticket counter, looking at each waiter coming
towards us after ordering the food at a restaurant, asking
the teacher for an additional answer sheet and receiving
it in an examination hall, waiting for the tap in the
bathroom to supply hot water after switching on the
geyser and for the advertisements to end before the
starting of movie in a movie hall – all this get on our
nerves although we consider ourselves matured people.
In Webster’s dictionary impatient is defined as
“Restless or short of temper especially under irritation,
delay or opposition” whereas it defines patient as,
“Bearing pains or trials calmly or without complaint.”

Being patient allows us to control our appetite for instant
demand fulfillment. Patience transforms relationship, it
teaches empathy, supplies positive attitude and keeps
us healthy. What more can we expect to be a perfect
man and the personality that we cherish to be.
Cultivating patience and aspiring for happiness are the
essence of a happy life.

The importance of patience should be realized by every
individual. If we keep patience in life we will surely reach
out for the stars in a calm and easy way. It is the
capacity to tolerate delay, problems or sufferings without

Nirajana Das
Former HR Faculty, Srusti Academy of Management
Currently: Asst. Professor, ODM Business School
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Waste Management for Sustainable Growth

It is important to make India self-reliant through ecofriendly business practices.

While we are talking about more cleanliness and
hygiene, we cannot ignore the reduction of waste
generation. Reducing, recycling and reusing of certain
materials can minimize waste generation.

Fighting waste across segments at all levels is a major
global concern. Today environmentalists are researching
and trying hard to fight this and protect the earth and

The biggest contributors to pollution of air, water and

its inhabitants from the various harmful effects caused
by it. Numerous government and non-government
organizations have also involved themselves voluntarily

land are the excessive waste from our daily lives. As
per the views of environmentalist Minol Jagda, we need
to focus on the basics like planning properly to get rid

in the process of fighting waste and the pollution caused
by it.

of one regularly generated waste material every week.
For example, the easiest way is not to use disposables
like use-and-throw plastic. We can carry our own water
bottles and cloth bags which will deter us from using
disposable water bottles and plastic bags. This will
definitely reduce the use of plastics and minimize the
pollution created by it. The same way carrying
washable cloth napkins would prohibit us from buying
tissues. Lessening the use of tissue would result in
lesser production saving the huge number of bamboo
plants which are cut down to produce tissues and other
papers.

Although companies, individuals and the government
are working in multiple ways to protect the environment,
each person has the ability to reduce the amount of
waste that they create. Boosting eco-friendly business
practices is an important facet of self-reliant India.
The volumes of waste generated by an increasing urban
population are causing a major impact on the
environment which is leading to various public health
concerns in our country. India faces major environmental
challenges associated with waste generation and
inadequate waste management system.

While generating lesser waste is the key, it is equally
imperative to dispose waste correctly and in a more
environment friendly manner. Burning down waste is a
very common practice but we cannot ignore the fact
that burning mixed waste produces toxic fumes which

We need to have better technology and machinery that
contribute towards the vision of cleaner India and provide
a better environment to live in. As per latest survey
reports the focus on cleanliness and hygiene has
increased manifold with the changed mindset of Indian
society. But the government and companies cannot

pollutes the air, which is again dangerous. Waste should
be disposed off correctly by segregating the biodegradable and non-degradable wastes. The bio-

make the vision ever successful unless they are
supported by every individual as well as the society. In
spite of the sincere efforts of companies and the

decomposable waste products should be allowed to do
so naturally even if it takes some time. Non-degradable
substances should be separated for recycling. However,
segregation of waste is imperative and each and every

government, a lot more needs to be done at all levels
to make India self-reliant by ensuring proper waste
management.

member of the society should cooperate with each other
and the government should extend a helping hand to
achieve this.
Rashmita Mishra
Former English Faculty, Srusti Academy of Management
Currently: Officer Training and Placement, USBM
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Useful Education

The term ‘education’ has been developed from the Latin

any disturbance and he was not aware of their presence.

word ‘EDUCARE’ which means to ‘bring up’. The motto
of education is not only to impart knowledge to pupils
but also to develop them by inculcating those habits
and attitudes with which he may be successful to face

Without wasting any time both moved ahead and
reached a blacksmith. The blacksmith was hitting the
iron in fire. The iron was red due to the heat of fire. The
blacksmith was hitting the iron repeatedly with the help

the future.

of a hammer to give a new shape to the iron. His focus
was on the iron and the hammer. So both teacher and
student came from there and went on. After a few miles

In this context I would like to take you into the ancient
world where students used to study in the ‘Gurukuls’.

both found a cobbler by the roadside. The cobbler was
making a pair of shoes for his customer. He was so
busy in making the shoes that he was not aware of the
presence of the teacher and disciple. The teacher asked
the disciple to return.

After completion of studies, the pupils returned to their
homes and tried to establish themselves in their own
fields. During that time a pupil named Buddha Priya
finished his education and went to his Guru before
returning home. But the Guru said, “Dear student, you
are one of my best students and successful in your
studies. For this I am really proud for you. But your
education is not complete. Confused, Buddha Priya
asked, “Dear teacher, please explain how it is possible
when I am your best student.” The Guru said, “There is
some useful education still to be taught and till now
you are not acquainted with the practical knowledge
which will be helpful in life.”

On the way back to the Gurukul, the teacher said “Dear
student! You have studied a lot of books during your
studies in Gurukul but some practical knowledge was
yet to be learnt. And I hope today you learnt both. Try
to learn from those three people and apply it in real life.”
I would like to conclude with a note that as management
students we should focus on our studies and at the
same time we should acquire some practical
knowledge and useful education which will help us to

The student went out with the teacher to acquire

build our career. And while working we should be like
the above three people. We have to work with discipline,
dedication, determination and motivation. Only then we
will be successful in our life.

practical knowledge. Both reached a farmer who was
working in the field. They stood for a few minutes near
the farmer but the farmer was working constantly without

Suman Choudhury
MBA: 2020 - 22

“Education is the most powerful weapon which you
can use to change the world”
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Importance of Education in Our Life

“Education is not just information. It is culturing

Literacy rate of India is 61% in contrast to 82% literacy

our behaviour and attitude. It is our ability to
perceive things better.” - Sri Sri

rate in the world. Female literacy rate is 54.16% as per
the 2001 population census which is not only
embarrassing but also alarming. Importance of
education is well known. Therefore, education as a

Education forms character, strengthens mind, increases
knowledge and makes us independent. Education
dispels ignorance. Education gives us opportunity to
put our potential to the optimum use and develop our
skills and knowledge. Education is a reform for human

national policy is always given priority. The government
is targeting right at the very cause of illiteracy and
endeavouring hard to eradicate illiteracy. The
government is running various literacy programmes like
adult literacy programme, continuing education
programme, weekend and part-time study programme,
mid-day meal programme, free-education programme,
Sarva Shikshya Abhiyan, etc. The success rate of these
programmes is consistent but gradual.

mind. Without education, the training of the human mind
is incomplete. The human mind is made to be trained,
and without education, a person is incomplete.
Education makes a person a right thinker and an able
decision maker. This can only be achieved by education
which acquaints a person with knowledge of the world
around him and beyond, teaches him to reason and
familiarizes him with history so that a person can be a
better judge of the present.

It is also our duty as responsible and conscious citizens
to help the government. We can not only spread
awareness about importance of education but can also
help uneducated people to attain education by funding
and assisting them for their studies.

A person that gets education will be more open to the
avenues for life of his choice. An educated person will
be a better citizen and an able decision maker. This is
the reason why people always prefer an educated or
more educated person over an uneducated or less
educated person for employment purposes even to do
a job which does not require much education, like an

A well-educated nation makes a great nation. We can
adopt the motto of “Each One, Teach One” in our
lives. We can teach uneducated people around us
because even informal education is better than no
education. Let us take the uneducated towards the light
of education and glow in the glory of our nation.

office attendant or a domestic help. Each person has a
different level of understanding and learning but
education sharpens and enhances them. Thus,
importance of education can never be undermined. That
is why people all over the world agree that education is
the key to a healthy mind and a successful life.

Let’s make our country more powerful by the power of
knowledge, i.e. education, and in this context a quote
from Francis Bacon is quite apt and justifiable:
“Knowledge is power.”

Dr. Kabita K. Dash
Asst. Professor (English)
Srusti Academy of Management
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The Synonyms of Life

Hope - It was night time. It was dark all around. Only
one room was illuminated. Four candles were burning.
They started talking to each other. The first candle said,
“I am peace. When I see this world, I feel very sad.

the mind becomes restless, faith starts to waver and
the world starts looking like an alien place. Light the
lamp of hope at this time. As long as the lamp of hope
keeps on burning, there can never be darkness in life.

Robbery, violence and debauchery are prevalent
everywhere. In such a situation it is very difficult for me
to stay here. I can’t live here anymore.” The candle got

Therefore, never abandon hope.
Learning - Once two people from a village decided to
go to the city and earn money. After a few months they

extinguished after saying so.

made some money by engaging in different trades. They
started their own business with that money. Within two
years, both of them made considerable progress in their
respective businesses.

The second candle also started speaking her mind, “I
am a believer. I think that lies, deception, frauds and
dishonesty are going to end my existence. This place
is no longer fit for me. I am also going.” Having said
this, the second candle also got extinguished.

However, the first person incurred huge losses thereafter
because of business fluctuations. He was riding the
waves of success till then. But his failure brought him
face to face with reality. He tried to find out the reasons
why things had gone wrong with him.

The third candle was also sad. She said, “I am love. I
can burn every moment for everyone. But now no one
has time left for me. The sense of selfishness and hate
is all-pervasive. People also do not have any feeling of
love towards their loved ones. I cannot endure it any
longer. I should also leave this place.” Saying so, the
third candle also got extinguished.

First, he tried to find out the state of affairs of his friend
who had started out from the village along with him. He
was surprised to learn that his business was profitable
even during the turbulent times. He immediately decided
to go to him and find out the reason of his success.

The third light was extinguished as a child entered the
room. She was very sad to see the candles
extinguished. Tears started flowing from her eyes. She
said with a sad heart, “How can all of you get

The next day he reached the other man. The other man
respected him a great deal and asked the reason for
his arrival. He said, “Friend! This year my business could

extinguished leaving me in the dark? You should have
burnt till the end. But you have left me. What shall I do
now?”

not cope with the vagaries of the market. I suffered huge
losses. You are also in this business. What did you do
to survive and make a profit even during such difficult
times?”

Hearing the child, the fourth candle said, “Don’t worry,
child. I am hope and I am with you. While I am burning,
you can burn the other candles with my flame.”

He replied, “Brother! I am always learning from my own
mistakes as well as from the mistakes of others. I also
learn from the problems that come up. Therefore, when

The child was now happy. He rekindled peace, faith
and love with hope.

the same problem arises again, I am able to deal with
it well. Therefore, I do not suffer losses. I keep moving
forward because I keep learning all the time.”

Every day is not the same in life. Sometimes it is bright,
sometimes it is dark. When darkness comes in life,
26

The first person realized his mistake after listening to the
other person. He was over-confident in his success and

happening every day. If we consider ourselves
omniscient, then we will fall behind in the race of life.

had given up learning. He returned with a vow that he would
never stop learning. After that, he never looked back and
made rapid progress in his business.

The person who wins this race is the one who keeps on
running continuously. You will be left behind if you stop
running. Therefore, keep the urge to learn all the time.
Nothing can stop you from moving forward.

Friends, if you want to succeed in life, then keep learning
every moment. New changes and new developments are

Abinash Dash
Librarian
Institute of Hotel Management, Bhubaneswar

“If you look at what you have in life, you’ll always
have more. If you look at what you don’t have in
life, you’ll never have enough.”
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A Few Words for Corona

Life is full of difficulties,

further and say that they have turned into demons. They

How do we live?
Fani hit us a few days ago,
We haven’t been able to forget the suffering.
Everything was blown away in seconds,

have lost their senses. How long could God put up with
such horrible acts of human beings? God created a
virus that is now out to destroy the human race. Man
cannot understand this strange lila of God. The virus

Huge trees got uprooted.
The shape of Puri town was changed.
People suffered for a few days,

born from the animals being eaten by man is now
destroying man. It originated in China. But it has
destroyed millions of people in Italy and America. The

But they didn’t have to lead the lives of prisoners.

situation in India is no better. Indians are also a scared
lot because of the virus. God had created human beings
with a healthy body and healthy mind. But they have
turned into a blot on the landscape of God’s creation.
Instead of protecting animals and birds, people eat their
flesh. They do not understand that animals and birds
are also part of nature. The result is that people find
themselves in solitary confinement these days. They
do not even shake hands with each other out of the fear
that one may infect the other. Life has now become
miserable for people in general. We have everything
with us. But we are no longer able to enjoy life. The fate
of daily wage earners is even worse. How long can they
go without work? How are they going to manage their
families? No one knows what lies ahead of us. What
the Malika had predicted such a long time ago looks
very likely to happen on this earth. We endured
lockdowns and shutdowns. What else do we have to
put up with in the future? People are now living behind

Everyone is scared of Coronavirus in this manner. It
has hurt people very badly. It was born on December
31. But it has killed millions of people in the meantime.
Countries like Italy, France, Germany, China, Spain and
America have been badly hit by it. The national and
state governments have imposed all kinds of restrictions
on people. Almost all the countries of the world have
been affected by it. It is not possible for people to leave
their homes and come out on the streets. Schools,
colleges and offices are closed everywhere. Even the
police are afraid to issue passes to people. It seems
as if the entire world has turned into a huge prison. All
this are happening because of wayward living and corrupt
practices in which human beings have been indulging.
I sit silently and ask Lord Jagannath as to what has
gone wrong with this world. There are no devotees near
the Lord. Even Tulsi leaves are not being offered to Him.
Forget about flowers, lamps and other offerings! No one
knows when Coronavirus will disappear from the face
of earth. Serious dislocations have occurred in the field

closed doors with masks on face. Social distancing
has become the order of the day. People are gradually
becoming restless as a result. People have forgotten

of education. The schools and colleges have been
closed. Temples and mosques have been closed.
Temple bells are no longer heard by us. The streets
are deserted. How long can people sit at home doing

their friends and relations. The situation has become
so bad that we don’t even see our neighbours for a
number of days at a stretch. How long can we go on
like this? How do we complete all our unfinished work?
Human beings were proud of the fact that they were the

nothing? Coronavirus originated in Wuhan fish market
in China. How can human beings kill monkeys, dogs,
snakes, lizards, donkeys, etc. and eat them? Human

best creation of God. But this arrogance is slowly
vanishing. People have realized that a tiny virus can
erase them from the face of earth. They might drop

beings cannot be equated with wild animals. But they
behave very much like them. I would like to go a little
28

dead inside the four walls of their house and not be
discovered for a long time. People will come to know of

This humble woman has written a few words about
Coronavirus today. Please don’t get angry with me if

it when the body rots and gives out a stink. Many more
viruses may appear in the future endangering human
life. It is better for us to have six pieces of bamboo
ready with us for our bier. What is the point of showing

you don’t like something that I have written. I am lying
prostrate before Lord Jagannath today and praying that
everything should again be fine with our country

off your prowess? Even countries like America and Italy
are on their knees now.

Draupadi Mishra
Asst. Librarian,
Srusti Academy of Management

Ultimately, the greatest lesson that COVID-19 can
teach humanity is that we are all in this together.”
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Worship of God

Do we face a morning as a new morning, the tender

successful Gurus and Mahatmas. But we hardly look

sunlight as quite youthful, the air giving a real freshness,
the azure sky bringing a new look and all the known
things becoming anew? Do we ever consider things
from this angle? Can we wipe out everything of the past

inside us to find the reality of our own life. Looking at
our own mind can we see its operation and the total
process of our living? Living with the richness of life
without depending psychologically on any systems,

and observe things with clear eyes? Why it never
happens like this? Don’t we love new clothing, new
house, new relationship, etc.? But in our mind why don’t

ideals, traditions etc. requires an arduous effort and a
great deal of comprehension. This comprehension
comes if one lives with freedom and love. Living with

we welcome new things? Have we looked at things in
this way? If we try to introspect, we shall realize that
our mind is bound in a pattern to react and observe
things. While it is very smart in responding to physical
matter, it is extremely vulnerable while responding to
psychological issues. Our actions are right and proper
while recalling the way to a friend’s house or action to
be taken when we fall ill. But they may not be so while
dealing with our pain, agony, sorrow and fear. If we look
inside us, we find that we are ignorant about dealing
with our mind. In dealing with our psychological issues
we are quite conditioned and imprisoned in a known
circle. Is it possible that the mind will completely erase
its entire psychological past? Yes, it is possible. Some
great person has said that with deep and proper
understanding one can do so. This quality of mind is

freedom requires leaving one’s self-centered life. Our
self is our habit, repeating a specific type of thought in
ourselves throughout our life. It results in fear, anger,
greed, envy, etc. getting a seat in our mind. We never
get freedom from all these thought forms. As a result,
love, joy and beauty remain far away from us. From
one’s tender age one needs to be aware of all these
facts. We visit temples, churches, mosques,
Gurudwaras, but if we don’t comprehend the process
of our living we cannot have joy and ecstasy in our life.
We shall be the same corrupt and violent human beings
waiting to bring catastrophe to ourselves and our fellow
human beings. Our religion, our sacred books, so called
Gods, our organizations have very little meaning for us
if we don’t see our problems for ourselves. We have to
remain vigilant all the time to observe our own actions
and reactions to find our self and its tricks. It requires a
great deal of energy and watchfulness. Such awareness
in oneself is the right worship of God.

the essence of all great people and their creativity.
Normally we keep love, beauty, peace and happiness
far away from us and always lead a conflicting life full
of troubles and strife. We pay respect to great people,

Parshuram Mishra
Assistant Professor Finance
Srusti Academy of Management
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5G Revolution - Is India Ready for 5G Services?

What is 5G?

• Smart agriculture - smart crop management

5G is a wireless communication technology using radio

• Smart care and tele-health

waves or radio frequency spectrum to transmit and
receive data. It is the next generation cellular networks
technology built on the foundation created by 4G LTE

• Smart governance - public safety and disaster
management

which promises to elevate the speed of the wireless
network. It has features like large bandwidth, low
network latency and wide connection.

• Skill development and smart education

Is India ready for the 5G transformation?

Challenges with 5G:

In India 5G technology can potentially help in
circumventing the lack of infrastructure in the
underserved areas of the country. It is especially relevant
for a developing economy like India because it makes
it easier for people in any part of the country to access
health, education, public safety and financial services.
The Government set up a high-level 5G committee to
develop 5G use cases to meet our unique needs.

Bringing a 5G network in India is the ultimate challenge
itself for India. Other developed countries are likely to
become the first to provide the 5G internet speed. In
some cities the speed of 4G LTE is slow and working
at this speed doesn’t make people enthusiastic.
Therefore, some parts of India are still not able to use
4G technology properly.

• Smart manufacturing, augmented robotics

Conclusion

The Indian administration has also set aside $77 million
in setting up a 5G test bed at IIT, Chennai for the testing
of 5G use cases.

5G technology promises to be revolutionary. Bandwidth
for this is very high and it has a high data transfer rate.
With the help of the fifth generation of technology, people
can download a huge amount of data within a second.

Benefits:

• Digital India - rural broadband, railway high-speed
video entertainment
Bindushree Chaini
MBA: 2020-22

“Revolution, in order to be creative, cannot do
without either a moral or metaphysical rule to
balance the insanity of history.”
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Child Abuse in India

One of the biggest social stigmas attached to a society

According to the national crime records bureau, the

is that of CHILD ABUSE. A child can be abused
physically, sexually or mentally. It can be in the form of
injury, neglect or negligent treatment, blaming, forced
sexual stimulation and activity, incestuous exploitation

cases of rape and murder of children increase every
year. The growing complexities of life and the changed
social economic conditions have exposed the children
to new and different forms of abuse. But the sad state

and sexual abuse. Child abuse can take place in
schools, homes, orphanages, residential care facilities,
on the streets, in the workplace, in prisons and in places

of affairs is that such heinous acts are not often reported.
It has such a psychological impact on the mind of the
child that he seldom gathers the courage to speak about

of detention. Violence in any form has a very deep
impact on the overall development of the child. Child
abuse results in actual or potential harm to the child’s
health, survival, development and dignity. 53% of
children in India face some form of child sexual abuse.

the acts being committed against him. Even if he
confides the fact with someone, the social factors let
the fact being pushed under the carpet for fear of family
reputation and other related issues. In fact, child abuse
is a violation of the basic human rights of a child.

Subhadarshini Das
MBA: 2020-22

Child slavery is a crime against humanity. Humanity
itself is at stake here. A lot of work still remains, but I
will see the end of child labor in my lifetime.
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Digitalization

“When Digital Transformation is done right, it’s like a

the visibility of the company and sales channel by which

caterpillar turning into a butterfly.”

the companies find new ways to communicate with the
customers. Now-a-days the clients of any business with
a digital presence have multiple ways to contact the
companies. This is another way to increase the sales.

Digitalization is the use of digital technologies to change
a business model and provide new revenue and valueproducing opportunities. The main objective of
digitalization involves optimizing processes and making

Technology has helped companies to improve their
efficiency and productivity over the years. However,
digitalization has some disadvantages like Data

workflows faster, easier and more efficient because
instead of spending hours on processing paperwork,
we can create digital workflows which increase
efficiency and allow the employees to focus on their
priority work. Due to digital transformation, Digital
Presence will probably be the most visible advantage
for the corporate sector as the presence on the internet,
through online stores and social networks multiplies

Security, Addiction to Social Network, Privacy concerns,
Digital media manipulation, etc. At last, I would like to
conclude by saying that the companies are recognizing
the importance of digitalization and the benefits it brings.
The process is challenging but we have to take the
initiative with a vision to become digitally empowered.

Eeshwar Prasad Gumansingh
IMBA: 2019-24
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Failure & Success

Failure is the penalty

of the road – it means you have taken another turn, and
you are one step closer to success. As you go through
life, you encounter failures. You all learn valuable life
lessons from those mistakes.

For continually getting things wrong.
Success on the other hand is the reward

Try, then try again: To encourage someone who has
failed at something to try to do it again.

For getting things continually right.
Failure puts you down in despair

Maintain Positive Attitude: In general, having a
positive attitude means being optimistic about

Success sends you soaring among the clouds.

situations, interactions and ourselves. People with
positive attitudes can remain hopeful and see the best
even in difficult situations.

Never forget failures in life
Which helped you in your success.
Failure is the key to success: The truth is that failure
happens to everyone. The only thing that separates
people who succeed from those who don’t is a proper
understanding of the power of failure.

Reading and Listening to Motivational Materials:
Almost all agree that some amount of reading is vital to
becoming a good reader. Expertise doesn’t arise without
active participation. Some educators would advocate
that the best way to become a proficient reader is by
reading widely and frequently. But other educators
suggest that gaining proficiency may not be so simple
for many students who may need more contextual
support.

If at first you don’t succeed: If at first you don’t
succeed, try again. Don’t give up too easily; persistence
pays off in the end.
Learn from failure: Failure once, twice or even
hundreds of times doesn’t mean you have hit the end

Srilata Soumyashree Jena
IMBA: 2018-23

“It’s failure that gives you the
proper perspective on success.”
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Father

What do we think when we first hear about this

What does a father actually need?

word ‘father’?

He never wants money from us. He only needs love,
support, care and affection. He feels happy when we
are happy.

We normally love our mother more than father as she
is so caring and she helps her children to hide their
slip-ups from their father as the latter is supposed to
be strict and conservative. In some cases these things
may differ. But the father is the person who takes care
of all our needs, demands and what is good or bad for

I am not going against the unconditional love of mother,
but we can’t ignore the sacrifices of father too. I too
didn’t realize all these things till I was at home. But
after leaving home, I can realize these things and I feel

us. He is the person who loves his children
unconditionally and spends his whole life for the
betterment of the family.

more attachment than ever with him. That’s why I
thought to share this with you all
The moral is that you can’t realize the importance of
anything or any person in your life till he/she or the
thing is with you. You realize the value of something or
someone when you are separated from it or him.

When we have problems, we discuss it with our mother.
We never think to share that with father. But when he
faces some trouble, he never shares it with anyone. He
remains silent without letting others know what he is
going through. He solves all problems by himself.

Ameera Rath
MBA: 2020-22

“You may not have an earthly father that cares for
you, but you have a heavenly one that does.”
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Frustration and Motivation

In ordinary parlance ‘FRUSTRATION’ means the feeling

weapons that may be suggested to overcome or

of being upset or annoyed as a result of being unable
to change or achieve something.

eliminate frustration.
•

Talking with someone you trust

•

Talking out aloud to yourself

•

Writing about your feeling

Again it is also said that ‘FRUSTRATION’ is a feeling
of annoyance that occurs when something does not go

•

Recognizing things that you cannot change

as you expect.

•

Making changes to help reduce your anger and

‘FRUSTRATION’ means “the feeling of being annoyed
or less confident because one cannot achieve what he
wants or something that makes him feel like this.”

frustration
The word ‘FRUSTRATION’ is derived from the Latin word
‘FRUSTATION’.

Again some simple but effective steps to motivate
people are as follows.

A deception or a disappointment causes frustration. It
originates from a feeling of uncertainty and insecurity
which stems from a sense of inability to fulfill needs.
Likewise, ‘MOTIVATION’ is the process that initiates,
guides and maintains goal-oriented behavior and
cognitive forces that activate behavior. It is a reason for
action, willingness and goals.
‘MOTIVATION’ is derived from the word ‘MOTIVE’ or a
need that requires satisfaction. These needs may be
acquired through influence of culture, society, lifestyle
or may be generally innate. An individual’s motivation
may be inspired by outside or inside forces.

•

Motivate people not to take counsel from their
feelings. Make them to understand that feeling
tired will lead to action tired and feeling stressed
will lead to action stressed.

•

Spare sometime to think about someone you
truly admire.

•

Motivate the people to appreciate the gift of a
new day. Every morning is an opportunity to start
afresh. So take advantage of it.

•

Be positive and be optimistic so that you can
look on the bright side of things and see the good
that keeps happening around you.

As frustration may lead to depression it should be
eliminated with a strong hand. There are five best

Anchal Satapahty
IMBA: 2018-23

“To conquer frustration, one must remain intensely
focused on the outcome, not the obstacles.”
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I Have Seen Everything

Morning. What a nice start of the day it is. I really feel

would prefer to walk through the window of a house and

happy when I am a little cold and refreshing for
everybody so that when I pass around people won’t
complain. After all a great start of the day is what
everybody deserves. Passing by, I kissed the cheeks

wake up a baby. I want to caress it softly. I am the
wind. I have seen things that nobody else has seen. I
have listened to prayers that have never reached their
destination. I have seen people dream about things they

of a beautiful girl. She smiled and closed her eyes. I
know that smile. I have seen that on many faces before.
The smile that plays on your lips when you can’t get

never dared to tell anybody. I have seen the unseen. I
have listened to the words that were never said out aloud
and have been with people when they were too alone to

that one person out of your head, because you don’t
want to. I see a young boy going to school. Probably I
should move slowly or I might ruin his well-combed hair.
It’s a delight to see everyone making a new start of the
day. I wish I could touch everyone’s cheeks and make
them feel delighted about their morning. But so many
people go to work packed in cars. I can’t reach them. I

be with anybody. I am not always liked. I am not liked
by everybody, but that doesn’t make me any less of a
companion. I am a delight when I am warm in winters
and cold in summers. I just fly away freely and am
always glad to be a part of somebody’s unseen world.
I am with you. I am everywhere.
Abhilash Dash
MBA: 2020-22

“Since nothing is absolute
There is no absolute silence,
Only an appearance
Of temporary peace.”
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Importance of Silence

William Wordsworth sagely observed, “When from our

home. Therefore, the lighthouse keeper gave some of

better selves we have too long been parted by the
hurrying world, sick of its business, of its pleasures
tired, how gracious, how benign is solitude.” When was
the last time you were silent and still? When was the

his own. Another night, a traveller begged for some oil
to light his lamp so he could keep on travelling. The
lighthouse keeper also complied with this request and
gave him the amount he needed. The next night, the

last time when you set aside some time to enjoy the
power of solitude to restore, refocus and revitalize your
mind, body and spirit?

lighthouse keeper was awakened by a mother banging
on his door. She prayed for some oil so that she could
illuminate her home and feed her family. Again he
agreed. Soon all his oil was gone and his beacon went
out. Many ships ran aground and many lives were lost
because the lighthouse keeper forgot to focus on his
priority. He neglected his primary duty and paid a high
price. Experiencing solitude for even a few minutes a
day will keep you centred on your highest life priorities
and help you avoid the neglect that pervades the lives
of so many of us.

You must find the time to be silent on a regular basis.
Sure, you are busy. But as Thoreau said: It is not enough
to be busy. So are the ants. The question is what are
you so busy about?
There is an old story that will make you understand the
importance of silence. There lived a lighthouse keeper.
The man had only a limited amount of oil to keep his
beacon lit so that passing ships could avoid the rocky
shore. One night, a man who lived close by needed to
borrow some of this precious commodity to light his

And saying that you don’t have enough time to be silent
on a regular basis is a lot like saying you are too busy
in driving to stop for gas. Eventually, it will catch up
with you.
Rashmirekha Nayak
IMBA: 2020-25

When you talk, you are only repeating
what you already know. But if you
listen, you may learn something new.
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My Favourite Movie – 3 IDIOTS

The best message is that students should choose a

Why I liked the movie – 3 idiots

career of their liking. We should not run after a high
percentage. Knowledge should be application based.
Rote learning system should be done away with.

The message in the movie is that we would do what our
heart says. We should put our heart and soul in it. This
movie talks about the pressure the students face in
this competitive world. It has a good message for
parents, teachers and students. This movie is not only
enjoyable but conveys the message that ragging should
be banned. It also tells us why students are committing

I liked the music because Aamir Khan is my favourite
actor. He always makes meaningful cinemas. This
movie conveys very well the pressure our parents put
on us to get high marks. We are under constant stress

suicide.

and it is depriving us of other activities which we should
otherwise enjoy.

I liked the movie because it is humorous. Along with
this it conveys a social message for everyone. It was a
movie with good values, entertainment, soulful music
and fun.

The movie is highly entertaining. It emphasizes the
importance of application-based education. It conveys
the message that cramming is useless. Students should
study to get knowledge and not to get high marks.
Anjali Mishra
IMBA: 2020-25

The aim and final end of all music should be none other
than the glory of God and the refreshment of the soul.
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Positive Affirmations

“IT’S THE REPETITION OF AFFIRMATIONS THAT

Daily affirmations will help you to reconnect you with

LEADS TO BELIEF AND ONCE THAT BELIEF
BECOMES A DEEP CONVICTION, THINGS BEGIN
TO HAPPEN.” - CLAUDE M.BRISTOL

feelings of gratitude and shape your views about things
in your life. This will help you boost your confidence,
contentment and your positive space. Research also
says that affirmations can boost your problem-solving

One of the most important aspects of life is the selftalk or ongoing conversation that one has with oneself.
Self-talk and self-realization are the first steps towards
knowing yourself. Only after self-realization, can one

skills when you are under stress and actually help you
to perform better. As positive affirmations lead to
optimism, people tend to be happy and calm. Instead
of worrying about what you cannot control, shift your
energy to what you can create and focus on your
abilities.

focus on improving himself. First, let me say something
about “WHAT IS AFFIRMATION?” I can simply describe
affirmations as positive statements that can help you
to overcome challenges and overall negativity in your
life. When you start saying positive things and repeat
them daily and believe in them, you start to make
positive changes in your life.

NOW I AM GOING TO SHARE HOW TO USE
AFFIRMATIONS.

Yes, many people will just consider it as a foolish
concept. Some people may consider it irrational and
underwhelming. Some may be thinking how it will be
going to work for me by just repeating those phrases.
Yes, I understand people’s state of mind. When you
first start saying these phrases, they might not
necessarily be true. I am not saying that by repeating
affirmations, people are going to change immediately
and their life will be full of positivity. To actually make

•

Wake up and stand in front of a mirror and look at
yourself and smile.

•

Take a few deep breaths inhaling and exhaling to a
count of 10.

•

Say your affirmations loudly and clearly and repeat
them 5 times focusing on your goal and each word.

•

Take a few more deep breaths allowing yourself to
absorb all the positive feeling of your words.

This is one way you can set your affirmation ritual. Like
this you can create your own.

affirmations work, first you have to reflect on your true
self.

However, one of the things we do have control over is
being more mindful of the types of messages and words

You need to take a step towards improving yourself.
You need to make them powerful and unique to who
and what you want to become. Wake up in the morning,
stand in front of the mirror and start with words such as
“I AM GREATFUL FOR ALL THAT I HAVE” or just by

we are repeating to ourselves. Our thoughts have much
more power than we think. It may seem that our mind
is out of control but we actually have much more power
than we think.

saying “I AM CONFIDENT AND I AM GOING TO HAVE
A GOOD DAY.” Believe me, these mere phrases will
boost your self-esteem and help you in being positive
throughout the day.

During times of difficulties, stress, changes or
uncertainty, positive affirmations can help us with
powerful support and help us feel more at ease. They
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Likewise, you can create your own affirmation and
eventually these words inspire us, give us confidence

are also proven to lower our anxiety, improve our focus
and confidence and help us control our well-being.

and motivate us.

Let us take the example of the current scenario. Nowa-days people are suffering from mental stress and
anxiety due to COVID-19 pandemic. Everybody’s life

The only reason many people do not reach their full
potential is because they fail to take the action to reach

has drastically changed since the pandemic. Therefore,
it has become crucial for us to look back and self-reflect
about ourselves. Begin by thinking about a positive
message that you might need to hear. The options are

their goals and dreams. They continue to hold on to
the negative beliefs that have been instilled in them
throughout their life. In order for you to achieve your
goals and dreams, it is important that you practice

endless. You have to put that positive message into a
sentence and create your own affirmation. It is very
much important for all of us to cope up with all these
feelings and to prevent us from getting stuck in a rough

saying positive affirmations for success every day. Every
time you use positive affirmations, it sends a positive
message to your subconscious mind. A good set of
affirmations can help you in bringing positivity and

mental place.

happiness in your life.

List of Some Positive Affirmations:

Final Thoughts:

•

I have the energy and strength to accomplish
anything I want.

•

My thoughts and reactions are under my control.

•

My positive attitude is making everything easier in
my life.

•

I am in charge of my time.

•

Each day, I am improving myself and my life.

•

I am learning new things every day.

The power of positive thinking and incorporating positive
affirmations in your life can change the way you view
situations. It is amazing how fast this practice is growing
and much of it is because of mainstream media. Now
we have motivational shows as well as talk shows and
even TV series that promote positive thinking. You
deserve to be successful. It is up to you to remain open
and when you spot an opportunity, be brave enough to
take action. Without action, positive affirmations alone
will not help you achieve any success.

Tapaswini Bagdeo
MBA: 2020-22

“If you have a positive attitude and constantly strive
to give your best effort, eventually you will overcome
your immediate problems and find you are ready for
greater challenges.”
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Swastika - The Symbol of Auspiciousness

Swastika is a sacred symbol for both Hindus and

pivot. By drawing a line connecting this cross and the

Buddhists. Swastika has existed since ages and is an
integral part of the Indian culture. It is drawn at the
start of any religious ceremony. It represents universal
energies of all the different deities.

Saptarishis, the swastika is formed. Therefore, the
symbol is included in all pujas.
Another interpretation is that the swastika is the navel
of Vishnu and the lines around it represent the four
Vedas.

The word ‘swastika’ is derived from the Sanskrit root
‘su’ meaning ‘auspicious’ and ‘as’ meaning ‘being’.
Swastika symbol protects the area from negative effects

In Japan, pilgrims visiting Mount Fujiyama were served
water in vessels drawn with the swastika symbol as it

and no inauspicious matter can enter its protective aura.
Swastika is like Aum and the Pranava. Aum is the
source of all beautiful and creative energies. Swastika
is synonymous with the sun and its four arms are linked
to the four directions. The Saptarishis or seven sages
walked through Dhruva, the North Star, which acts as a

was believed to bestow longevity. Swastika acts as a
magnet that draws positive energies. It should be drawn
with a peaceful mind and complete dhyana in a place
where it does not come in contact with people’s feet.
Whatever feeling is put in while drawing the symbol,
the same will suffuse the environment.

Sushil Ku. Pradhan
Asst. Professor (Marketing)
Srusti Academy of Management

You have to grow from the inside out. None can teach
you, none can make you spiritual. There is no other
teacher but your own soul.
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Teenage: The Portrait of Dream

The most wonderful feeling comes when one realizes

sharing our own decision with complete analysis and

his value and worth of life to come into this world. Such
feelings come during teenage years when we meet
many people and learn the real value of life within a
short span of time. In this age you are neither a child

judgment which ultimately boosts our immense
confidence to face the world more competitively.
But just as every coin has two sides, this age also has
some negative aspects. Our sense of freedom
sometimes creates conflicts between our parents and
us. Many of us get attached to the opposite sex which
creates negative impact which ultimately covers them

nor an adult, but you are given scope to share your
views and thoughts with new innovative ideas. Your
presence is important in every occasion of your family
and friend circle.

with the clothes of depression as a result of which they
take some unwanted steps. Therefore, to overcome this
hurdle, the only solution is proper guidance from parents,
teachers, relations and well-wishers. For this you have
to understand the value of words instead of action.

From here a complete new stage of life starts where
you sketch your dreams and your mission to achieve
those dreams. The real dreamland is found in this age
where we make our little world outside our home with
our friends that create the sweetest golden memories.
In this age you have to guide yourself with complicated
feelings of sensitiveness, enthusiasm, anxiety,
depression and many more feelings. At this time also
one should be careful about self-respect, self-esteem,
freedom and independence. We become capable of

Along with having fun and enjoyment this is the stage
where you have to focus on your career and dream from
where you can steer your new journey of life. Therefore,
it has been mentioned earlier that the teenage years
decides our future and lays the foundation stone for our
career building to make a colourful portrait of life’s
journey.
Kalyani Senapati
MBA: 2017-19
Asst. Professor (Finance)
Srusti Academy of Management

The best way to predict the future
is to create it.”
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The Smart Worker

Once upon a time, a very strong woodcutter asked for

“I must be losing my strength,” the woodcutter thought.

a job with a timber merchant and got it. The pay was
really good and so were the conditions. Therefore, the
woodcutter was determined to do his best. His boss
gave him an axe and showed him the area where he

He went to the boss and apologized, saying that he
could not understand what was going on.
“When was the last time you sharpened your axe?” the
boss asked.

was supposed to work. The first day, the woodcutter
brought down twenty-one trees.

“Sharpen? I had no time to sharpen my axe. I have
been very busy trying to cut tress.”

“Congratulations,” the boss said, “That is the way to
work!”

Moral of the story: Sometimes working hard alone is
not enough to achieve success. You have to work
smartly too! The woodcutter in the story is the best
person for the job but he doesn’t have the right attitude
to be successful in this particular task.

Very motivated by the boss’ words, the woodcutter tried
harder the following day but he could only fell seventeen
trees. The third day he tried even harder, but he could
fell only ten trees. Day after day, he was felling less
number of trees.

“Wherever smart people work, doors are
unlocked.”

Sushree Sangeeta Mohanty
MBA: 2017-19
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The Torchbearers

It’s about leadership. It is about anyone who can

Chanakya has been a very good teacher in our history.

enlighten all the people to go in the right way, making
the right decisions and helping them to improve
themselves.

Some of the policies of Chanakya are as follows: the
feedback from people is at the root of states’ welfare.
The state should formulate its policies according to the
feedback it receives from the people with proper

The torchbearer is a person who provides guidance,
knowledge, and transfers cultures. They are
experienced. History will always remind us of those
names and tell others to get inspired by them. One
may learn from great people like Chanakya, A.P.J Abdul
Kalam, Mahatma Gandhi (Bapu), etc. how to move
masses to their ways of thinking. Elders are also our
torchbearers because they know the ups and downs of
life. All teachers are entitled to be torchbearers.
Teachers have been teaching us everything since
childhood. If the teacher wants, the life of a child can
be changed. A teacher’s role may change but the
importance remains unquestioned.

modifications.
Avul Pakir Jainulabdeen Abdul Kalam was called the
Missile Man. He was a great scientist. He has done a
lot for our country and has shown the right way to
improve oneself and achieve our goals.
Mohandas Karamchand Gandhi is considered the
Father of the Nation and is commonly called Bapu. He
taught us the Ahinsa Niti to demonstrate how you can
win without fighting someone. He has taught us to trust
people and also to be independent.
A torchbearer is a person who shows the right path and
the right way to move on, someone who leads others
from darkness towards the light of hope.
Saptarshi Panda
IMBA: 2020-25

A leader is best when people barely know he exists;
when his work is done, his aim fulfilled, they will say:
we did it ourselves.
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Where There is a Will, There’s A Way

The proverb ‘Where there is a will, there’s a way’ is a

The old English saying ‘Where there is a will, there is a

statement of encouragement. It tells people not to give
up, but continue till they achieve their dreams and goals.
Furthermore, this proverb highlights the importance of
will power, hard work and determination to reach

way’ means that without determination and will power,
one cannot achieve the goal or succeed. For instance,
if a student wishes to secure first place in class without
any preparation and hard work, he cannot do the same

success. Sometimes, specific tasks may be too difficult
to achieve; however, with strong will power, one can
confront all the obstacles and create a new pathway.

without determination and will power. However, the
student can achieve first class through complete training
and hard work.

This proverb statement holds great importance in many
ways and applies to almost all aspects of life.

Will power is a strong driving force that aids you in
achieving your goal. Will power defines a strong desire
which can defeat impediments and hurdles. Nothing is
impossible for a man with great determination and will
power, and the sky is the limit. Behind every success
story there is strong will power accompanied by efforts.
Whether it is the conquest of the Moon or the Mount
Everest, a strong will power helps achieve success. A
determined person accepts difficulties and obstacles
as challenges and overcomes them with hard work and
efforts. Determination and will power are most important
for any achievement.

History is the best example, filled with people’s great
successes and achievements through strong will power
and determination. This phrase helps people to push
themselves to the limits to achieve their dreams and
goals. It makes people more focused and strong-willed
to achieve their goals. Furthermore, this proverb
statement tells us the grave importance of will power
and hard work.

Subhasmita Swain
MBA: 2019-21

“The biggest difference between successful people and
unsuccessful people is that successful people are
willing to do what unsuccessful people are not.”
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You are Unique

Think what a remarkable and miraculous thing it is to

If you did not exist, there would be a hole in the Creation,

be you! Of all the people who have come and gone on
earth since the beginning of time, not one of them is
like you. No one who has ever lived here has had your
combination of abilities, talents, appearance, friends,

a gap in history, something missing from the plan for
mankind.
Treasure your uniqueness. Let it be a gift given only to
you. Enjoy it. Share it.

burdens, sorrows and opportunities.

Share your uniqueness. Let it be free to flow out among
your family and friends and people you meet in the rush
and clutter of living wherever you are. That gift of yourself

No one before you or no one to come after you. You are
absolutely unique.
Enjoy that uniqueness. You are not meant to be like
someone else.

was given you to enjoy and share.
See it! Receive it! Let it tickle you! Let it nudge you
and inspire you!
Aprajita Roy
MBA: 2020-22

“The most incredible beauty and the most
satisfying way of life come from affirming
your own uniqueness.”
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Empowering the Growth: A True Leadership

One day I was having a meeting with my team members

How wrong I was:

and they told me that they had a new career goal.
Suddenly they wanted to head in a very different direction.
Instead of doing business development (their current
role), they wanted to become a product manager. Now,

They actually did their best work after this conversation.
For the next 18 months, they did their best work ever.
And all I had to do were some very simple low cost
ways to support their learning:

this news was surprising and concerning for a few
reasons:

•

They were very good at business development.

•

We needed the revenue and partnerships they
built in this role.

•

We didn’t have any product management work
available for them.

•

We bought them the best books on product
management to read.

•

Once a month we met to discuss anything they
wanted to about product management, which also
helped me see their progress in building their
skills.

•
They were also one of our best people, so we did not
want to lose them. However, it was clear they had given
it a lot of thought. They had good reasoning for the
change and were determined to do it whether we
supported them or not.

I introduced them to other good product managers
I knew to learn from them too.

The Lesson:

•

I was going to lose these team members whether
I helped them or not. However, because I helped
them, they helped me by working hard while they
used their time to learn and build the skills for
their change.

•

Most of your team members will want to grow in
ways that align with their current job or a promotion
they want. As a manager, supporting them often
takes you very little time and can really pay off in
their morale and motivation.

Rather than try to convince them they shouldn’t pursue
their passion, I decided to embrace it.
I told them that if they kept doing a great job in their
business development work, I would help them learn
how to become a product manager.
At the time, I was afraid that with their change of
interests, they’d start checking out of their BD role. I
worried that any encouragement I gave on product

As I learned, even small efforts can mean a lot to
your people. Even better, when you can align it to
their work, it helps you retain them long term.

management will take away from the critical work we
needed.

Dr. Himansu Bhusan Gochhayat
Ex-Faculty, Srusti Academy of Management
Currently: Principal, DSPS
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A Story that is True

deal. I had a feeling that she liked me too. She gave

Everyone came to the school in the morning and signed
the register in the staff common room. Every scrap of
news got circulated among the teachers during those
first few minutes. The news passed from person to

me a police report to read one day. The report had been
written in Odia. It was the post mortem report of her
husband. She asked me to translate it into English. I
carried it home. I translated it after going through it

person in a soft voice and everyone came abreast of
whatever was new in no time. Everyone also gave her
comments on the topic being discussed. The news that
made the round one day was that Manisha was going

carefully. She had not asked me to keep the matter a
secret. But I had not told about it to anyone. I felt sorry
for her. Such a beautiful girl had to suffer thus!

to get married. Someone said, “Oh! Is that why she
was going to Kolkata so often feigning illness?”
Someone else said, “She is so tight-lipped. No one
can get anything out of her. Now we know why she had
to go through a divorce.” Two other teachers said
somewhat sadly, “What’s going to happen to her son?
After all, she is studying in class five now. Is he going
to accept his mother’s second marriage?” Two young
teachers said with a smile, “We have to take a few
extra classes in the coming few days.” The bell rang at
this time for the classes to begin. Manisha ran inside
the staff room, signed the register and went to her class
hurriedly. She looked beautiful. It was a pleasure to
behold her glowing face.

Manisha and I were alone in the staff room one day. I
went to her and asked her about her life’s history. I
asked her if she had a love marriage. She said, “I don’t
have any idea about the turn my life took and why it did
so. My mother asked everyone to find a groom for me
when I passed B.A. I was doing B. Ed. at the time. A
friend of my father came with a proposal for me. The
father of the boy had expired. Both the sons were
engineers. The older son lived in Mumbai. The younger
son was in Kolkata. The older son was married. He had
a flat in Mumbai. The younger son lived in their house
at Kolkata along with his mother. He worked in a
multinational company. Father found out from the
company’s office that Dilip Sarkar was indeed working

Manisha joined our school two years ago. She was
quite young. She looked like twenty-four or twenty-five.
But she said she was thirty-four and her son was ten
years old. Her son had been born when she was twentyfour. She was a jolly girl. She took care to make herself

for them. The other rituals followed. My parents were
very happy that they had been able to find such a good
groom for me so quickly. My younger brother was doing
his M.B.A. at the time. He was quite young. There was
no need to consult him about my marriage. The marriage

look beautiful. We had heard earlier that she was a
divorcee. She had married at the age of twenty. She

went through without any problems. I had appeared at
the B. Ed. examination. The results came out. I had
passed in the first division. I did not really enjoy my

was working in Kolkata after she had her son. Most of
it was heresay. But it was known that she was from
Durgapur. Her parents lived there. Her son lived with
his grandparents. Manisha went to Kolkata time and
again. She said her aunts and friends were there in

married life. Dilip returned from the office late in the
night. Mother-in-law was a grave woman who said very
little. She did not respond if I sought permission to visit
my aunt or uncle. There were servants and cooks in
the house. I did not have to do anything. What was I
supposed to do throughout the day? I wanted to talk to
Dilip about it. But something told me that it was not

Kolkata. She used to work there for a long time.
Therefore, she visited Kolkata often. She got me
whatever I wanted from Kolkata. I liked the girl a great
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going to get me anywhere. He returned home every
evening after having a few drinks. If I asked him about

friend. I packed a few saris in a suitcase and left Dilip
and his house.

it, he said that there was a party at the office. With
whom could I discuss these things? My marriage was
already six months old. I had conceived already. What
could I do under the circumstances? I chose to keep

“The divorce suit was going on in the court. I heard one
day all of a sudden that Dilip had been to Puri. He got
drowned in the sea and died. I could not cry. Nor could
I be happy. One chapter of my life was over in this
manner. The lawyers advised me to withdraw the divorce
case. Some people said that my son was entitled to a
share in his father’s property. I wanted that my

quiet. My son came. I spent a few days happily with
the baby boy by my side. I never told anything about
Dilip or his mother to my parents. They had assumed
that I was fine. My son needed a few things when he
grew up. But Dilip never gave me any money. Either he
or his mother purchased the things needed by me or
my son. When my mother wanted to buy saris for me,

unfortunate son should grow up to be a decent human
being. What would he do with the property?
“Dipak had come to my life for the past two years. He
was the older brother of one of my friends. He was a

I asked her to give me the money so I would buy them
at Kolkata. I kept the money with me and spent it at
the time of need. My health began deteriorating
gradually. Father was worried about me. Dilip was
getting rougher with me by the day. He started beating
me one day. My young son started crying on watching
his father’s treatment of me. My brother got a job at
Mumbai. He came to visit me one day. He was very
worried in finding me in the state I was. I told him
everything when he wanted to know what was wrong
with me. I made him promise that he should not say
anything to our parents. He went to Dilip’s office and
made a few enquiries. He learnt that Dilip was not going
to the office of late. He had withdrawn all his dues from

few years older than me. He had decided not to marry
and lived with his mother. He was a businessman. My
son Siddhant and I had been to Mumbai and Goa along
with my friend Sudipta and her husband. Sudipta’s older
brother Dipak had also accompanied us on that trip.
Dipak went on a holiday trip twice every year. I enjoyed
talking to him. We thought alike on many issues. Dipak
showered a great deal of love and affection on my son
Siddhant. Siddhant joined Dipak in planning our holiday
trips. Siddhant had grown up with his grandparents. He
must be getting the love and affection of a father from
Dipak. We had taken four different trips in two years.
Sudipta and her family also accompanied us. I fell in
love with Dipak during these trips. Dipak wanted to marry

his office. I tried to get a job in a school after learning
about all this. Finally, I found a job in a good school.
My son had grown up in the meantime. He would start
going to school very soon. My son and I went to the
same school. But Dilip was turning insufferable with

me. But I always thought about my first marriage. I did
not want to be entangled in another relationship. But
we lived in a society. I knew how society would view
our relationship. The psychology of Siddhant was
equally important. He loved Dipak a great deal. But

each passing day. He beat me up regularly. Mother-inlaw acted as if she was unaware of everything that was
going on in the house. I realized that my son would go

would he love him like a father? Would he like it if his
mother spent most of her time with Dipak? He was a

astray if he grew up in such an environment. I left him
with my parents at Durgapur thinking about his future.
I had gained some confidence after joining in the school.
I told everything to my parents. Mother cried bitterly.

grown-up boy now. How would he look upon his mother’s
second marriage? I thought about all this and decided
to have a frank discussion with him. I explained
everything to Siddhant clearly. The boy understood
everything. He was happy now. He was always asking,

She advised me not to stay in my husband’s house. I
decided to file for divorce after thinking a great deal
about the matter. I went to Kolkata and stayed with a

“Ma, when will you get married? When will we move to
uncle’s house? We will have great fun in the holidays.
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We will move around from morning till evening. We will
eat at many hotels.” Siddhant began seeing many such

completed his school final examination. I came to
Durgapur every Friday after my school closed at

dreams.

Kolkata. I returned to Kolkata by the morning train on
Monday to attend to my duties. I was very happy now.
My health had improved a great deal in spite of the
physical strain I undertook. The fog that had enveloped

“I too started dreaming. Dipak’s mother loved me a great
deal. I had not taken Siddhant to my in-laws’ house
initially after the marriage. Siddhant’s grandfather
persuaded him to stay with them. Dipak’s mother
insisted that Siddhant should be brought to their house.
She said to me in the Puja vacation, “My lonely house

me in my first marriage moved away in the golden
morning of my new life. I never thought about my past
these days. An affectionate mother-in-law and an
understanding husband filled my life with happiness. I
felt reassured that all my dreams would come true when
I looked at Dipak.”

overflowed with happiness when you and Siddhant came
here. I don’t have to worry on Dipak’s account anymore.”
She cooked everything that Siddhant and I loved to eat.
It was decided that I would stay in Durgapur till Siddhant

(Author: Shanti Samal
Translated from the Odia by Ashok K. Mohanty)
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Mind and Happiness

You are looking for a product whose quality is

Happiness is what everyone should have in life while

extraordinary. For that what is most necessary? Of
course, good quality raw materials are of the prime
importance. Similarly, for a brilliant mind whose thought
process should be of better quality, the raw material

avoiding stressful situations, uncomfortable feelings and
challenging obstacles. Aside from what people say
about human psychology and morals, these are not
the things that strengthen your thinking, create high

required is a good piece of information. We often overlook
the quality when we absorb any information inside our
brain. When we watch reality shows or read

moral standards, shape your personality and make you
stronger. Some call these people scientists, others call
them experts, but their real title is hate.

unnecessary things given in the print media, we just
put garbage inside our brain.

Always be happy, because having any other emotion
is not natural. If people hate talking to you and avoid
you in the social media, don’t think there’s anything
wrong in you. Maybe you talk too much. Maybe you
judged too much. Maybe you have nothing important
to say. Forget these things. Remember, you are
amazing at being yourself. You have no negative
features. There are no flaws in your conduct. Just be
yourself. Be what you are. You are perfect in your own
way.

Good information is that which makes you think in a
positive way in a right direction. We can say that a
constructive thought process starts in our mind. Right
information connects you with yourself and gives you
motivation to do something good in your life.
We sometimes feel bad when we think of people who
are cruel to us. Often, we are afraid to take chances
and avoid doing what is really fun. Thus, we follow other
people’s opinions. We don’t need to be sad. We need
to enjoy each and every moment of our life.

So, never worry about what other people think about
you. It’s always their opinion, and they don’t know much
about you. Be strong and enjoy this short life ahead.
You are perfect the way you are.

Abinash Sahu
Asst. Professor (Marketing)
Srusti Academy of Management
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Campus Halchal

Prof. (Dr.) Ranjan Kumar Bal ,Chief Mentor, Srusti
Academy of Management, Prof (Dr.) G.C Nanda, and
Prof (Dr.) T.K Pani from Ravenshaw University with
participants of “Faculty Development Programme on
Capacity Building for College Teachers” on dt.
01.03.2020.

Prof. Madhumita Das, Vice Chancellor, Fakir
Mohan(F.M) University was the Chief Guest of Annual
Day cum Annual Award Ceremony of I-MBA
programme on dt. 08.03.2020.

During Parents Meet of IMBA on dt. 08.03.2020,
Prof. Dr. S.K. Das, Principal addressing the parents.

On the occasional International Womens Day, dt.
12.03.2020, Ms. Snigdha Panigrahy, Former Member,
Odisha State Commission for Women and Dr.
Chidatmika Khatua, Educationist and Social
Entrepereneur attended the programme as Chief
Speakers. Srusti Academy also acknowledged the
service of its D grade female employees by presenting
gift packets as a token of appreciation during the
event.

Annual Day cum Annual Award Ceremony of MBA
Programme on dt. 14.03.2020, guest on dias from (L -R)
Prof.( Dr.) Sushanta Kumar Das, Principal, Srusti
Academy of Management
Sj Shashibhusan
Upadhyay, Whole Time Director, JCL, Sj. Panchanan
Kanungo, Former Finance Minister, Govt. of Odisha, Sj
Sakhya Singha Mahapatra, Sak Robotix Pvt Ltd, Prof
(Dr.)Umakanta Dash, Vice Principal, Srusti Academy of
Management

Sj. Panchanan Kanungo, Former Finance Minister,
Govt. of Odisha , Chief Guest, Sj Shashibhusan
Upadhyay, Whole Time Director, JSL, and Sj Sakhya
Singha Mahapatra, Founder and CEO Sak Robotix Pvt
Ltd were the Guests of Honour with the winners of
various competitions on the eve of Annual Day cum
Annual Award Ceremony of MBA Programme on dt.
14.03.2020

Final Placement - 2020

Amit Kumar Saxena Rajesh KumarParida

Priya Ranjan Khatua

Subhashree Dash

Ganesh Tarafdar

Harihara Mohapatra

Shiba Prasad Nayak

Sagar Das

Harisankar Tripahty

Priyanka Das

Mrityunjay Manjeskar Sahoo

Debashis Mishra

Shashwat Satapathy

Preetha Palli Sahu

Jyoti Saha

B. Sameer Kumar

Priyanka Sahoo

Suryamani Nayak

Alok Kumar Dalai

Jitendra Kumar Lenka

Aurosthita Arpita Maharana

Sekh Allimuddin Kadri

Sambit Kumar Das

Niladree Bihari Sahoo

Adarsha Choudhury

Santosh Panda

Somya Ranjan Panda

Fazal khan

Ashis Sahoo

Josica Jhawar

Ramesh Sahoo

Mihir Kumar Das

Jagannath Pradhan

Sulekha Sankar

Silan Satapathy

Subham Kumar

Amartya Anubhav Jena

Saumyajit Mishra

Ranjeeta Kumari Nayak

Sourav Dash

Rajesh Mohapatra

Sarthak Barik

Pravat Kumar Das

Rutuparna Das

G. Sonali

Sabita Tamang

Megha Kumari Singh

Kamalkant Das

Shubham Shree

Sunita Prasad

Avinash Mohanty

Ankita Samal

Laxmipriya Routray

Maheswari Panda

Saswati Supriti

Swetaleena Sahoo

Himansu Sekhar Das Satya Ranjan Mohanty Sudhansu Sekhar Das Sarthak Mohapatra

Prakash Acharya

S. K. Riyazuddin

Bishal Kumar Patri

Dibyabharati Pradhan

Aswini Kumar Rout

Suman Priyadarsini

Kamini Mohanty

Shruti Sahu

Prabhat Kumar Tripathy Rakesh Sahoo

Subhadarsini Sahoo

Chhaya Nag

Dilip Kumar Sahoo

Pragyan Parimita Biswal

Samikshaa Naik

Prativa Sahu

Soumya Ranjan Swain

Bibhuti Kumar Pagal

Sumit Kumar Sahoo

Deepanjali Rout

SK Kaiphy Iqubal

Bibek Prasad Acharya

Dhairy Mishra

Manas Kumar Sahu

Priyanka Barik

Nigamananda Pradhan

Rojalin Jena

Campus Halchal
Activities during COVID-19

Dry foods distribution to animals during lockdown
period of COVID-19 at Sikharchandi Temple on dt.
17.04.2020

Distribution of food packets in slums by YRC club of
Srusti Academy of Management on dt. 01.04.2020

Online FDP on “COVID-19 Adapting to Non Conventional
Methods of TEL” on 06.06.2020

International Webinar on Nest Age Work Force: Skills &
Opportunities Post Pandemic on 13.06.2020

One week online FDP on Capacity-Building through
Structured Research on 24th- 30th June 2020

State level on-line quiz competition: E Crossre held on
8th and 9th July 2020

Campus Halchal

Online conference on “Role of youth in COVID-19
pandemic” held on dt. 12.08.2020 Guest participated:
(L to R) Prof.(Dr.) Kalpana Das, Treasurer, Indian Red
Cross Society, Odisha

Celebration of Ganesh Chaturthi on dt 22.08.2020

Online conference on Organ Donation day held on
13.08.2020. Guest participated: Dr. Sushil Kumar
Patnaik, Reader , Ramadevi University, Prof (Dr.) Jayant
Ku. Dash, Sr. Consultant, SUM Care Hospital, Prof (Dr.)
Manoj Kumar Sahoo, IMS & SUM Hospital

National level online SIP competition: Biz Master held
on 18.08.2020, number of registered participants 167,
Chief Guest Dr. S.R Mohapatra, Dean, Faculty of
Management, BPUT

Celebration of Teacher's Day on dt 05.09.2020. Chief
Guest Prof (Dr.) Swarup Sahoo, Former Professor, Utkal
University

Online session on “ Yoga for Physical and Mental
Health” held on date 18.09.2020. Resource persons: Dr.
Sushil Kumar Patnaik,Reader, Ramadevi University
Dr.SurjyaPrakash S. Choudhury,Department of
Neurology, IMS and SUM Hospital

POETRY
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What is Life?

Life is a sweet song
And beautiful dream
It is not a problem
But a beautiful scheme.
It is like a flower
But also a puzzle
It is a drama
Not a struggle
It is happiness
So be always cheerful
It may be tips
So be always careful

It is an art
And God’s gift
It is like music
And beautiful lift

It is love and affection
And a beautiful journey
It is also nature
And as sweet as honey

Life is valuable
Waste not thoughts and power
Save all your seconds
All your minutes and hours

Draupadi Mishra
Asst. Librarian
Srusti Academy of Management
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Ingredients of Success

Our life becomes worthwhile when we achieve success
Success will come our way when we keep its ingredients in mind
Persistence is the first ingredient of success
Patience is the second ingredient of success
Sincerity is the third ingredient of success
Hard work is the fourth ingredient of success
For this, strong decisions are needed
We must apply ourselves persistently and consistently
In everything that we do.
Success will be ours if we adhere to all this.
Sucheta Pattanayak
Librarian
Srusti Academy of Management
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A Spring Morning

The sun is rising, the night is gone
The world is asleep still
The fading darkness runs apace
Exposing a distant hill.
Cows are mooing and fluttering about
And sparrows chirp in glee
My mind is steeped in happy thoughts
Their radiance I see.
Soft, gentle, breeze from south.
Grazes blooming flowers.
The morning news from the British Isles
Is zooming from the towers.
The din and bustle of the busy world
Is waxing in pitch and tone.
Rolling traffic of cars and carts
Produces a sickening groan.
Butterflies in beauteous roles.
Are fluttering from bough to bough
Sucking honey from blooming flowers
With wings of resplendence glow.
The warming rays of the rising sun
Cannot keep it in a freeze
Rising church bell is chiming aloud
Competing the Mazarine’s call
Metallic beatings from the yonder temple
Are awakening the sleeping doll
Lovers are still in twisted arms
The night was short for love
Day and night do not suffice
To repose in Cupid’s cove.
Nikita Dash
IMBA: 2020-25
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Failure & Success

Life is short and it will definitely hurt.
Life is pain but there is something to rain.
Life is mystery but you can make it history.
Life is joy, it doesn’t matter whether you are a girl or boy.
Life has two aspects, both are full of energetic packets.
One is gain, one is loss, but you are always the boss.
One is happy, one is sad, but nothing is going to be bad.
Failure will come, success will go, but you have to stay in row.
After failure success is there, take it easy and why to be afraid!
Smile is there after every tear, my dear, nothing to fear.
In the dark life, you are the star, why to worry, life is so far.
Learning is life and life is learning
Wait! Wait! Success is coming.
Look forward and go ahead
You are successful because you have tried.
No matter who is loser and who is winner you should try to make yourself better.
Failure means suffer, suffer means success
Everything is linked, so don’t take it serious.
Chandan Barik
IMBA: 2019-24
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Power of One

One song can spark a moment,
One flower can wake the dream,
One tree can start a forest,
One bird can herald spring,
One smile brings a friendship,
One hand-clasp lifts a soul,
One start can guide a ship in the sea,
One word can frame the goal,
One vote can change a nation,
One sunbeam lights a room,
One candle wipes out darkness,
One laugh conquers gloom,
One step starts a journey,
One word starts a prayer,
One hope will raise our spirits,
One touch can show you care,
One voice can speak with wisdom,
One heart can know what’s true,
One life can make a difference,
One is power, be careful of one.

Subhashree Parida
MBA: 2020-22
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School Days

I entered this place when I was four,
everything around scared me like a lion’s roar.
I came with the fear of being alone,
Without knowing what was yet to be shown.
The teachers cared for me and told me not to cry,
I know that was me, so cute, so shy.
Coming to school was a hard task,
Why won’t you go? Every day my parents would ask.
But time passed and things went for a change,
I experienced numerous things, some very strange.
Looking back, all I can say is that I miss those days,
I’ll miss the fights and the plays.
The time spent in school is the best,
This place teaches us to pass all the life’s tests.
Here we get the best piece of advice,
The best group of friends.
A place where we get to mould ourselves,
With many passing trends.
I’ll cherish my school days till I die,
It has shaped and groomed me and that’s not a lie.
I’ll miss the place, the people and its scents,
The most precious part of my life,
This place has lent.
Ms. Kaneez Fatma
MBA: 2019-21
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To The Unknown Soldier, A Thank You

I don’t know your name, although you were once a mother’s son.
She must have waited patiently for some word from you and for your safe return.
Your race, politics, creed they matter not to me, as you and the woman who let you go sacrificed everything
for my liberty.
A prayer of thanks, i say for you and for the mother who lost a son,
And for the rights I have, that your sacrifice won.

Fallen Soilder
I don’t know your name
Nor for which battle you died,
I don’t know your home,
Nor the tears that were shed.
I don’t know where you rest
Nor the promises broken
I do not know your uniform
And your fear lies unspoken.
But i know your spirit exists
That your courage is admired,
And your sacrifice is honoured
By each soul that’s inspired.
And I salute you from my heart
Thank you, to guardian unknown
For offering yourself for us all
That we may keep our freedom...
Our home.

Shivangi Rath
IMBA: 2016-21
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I Promise Myself

To be strong that nothing can disturb my peace of mind.
To wish health, happiness and prosperity to every person I meet.
To make all my friends feel that there is something worthwhile in them.
To look at the sunny side of everything and make my optimism come true.
To think only of the best, to work only for the best and to accept only the best.
To be just as enthusiastic about the success of others as I’m about my own.
To forget the mistakes of my past and move towards the greatest achievement of my future.
To wear a cheerful expression all the time and give a smile to every living creature I meet.
To give so much time to improving myself that I have no time to criticize others.
To be too large for worry, too noble for anger, too strong for fear
To think well of myself and to proclaim this fact to the world not in loud words but in greater deeds.
To live with the faith that the whole world is on my side
So long as I’m true to the best that is in me.

Jetendra Jena
MBA: 2020-22
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Life

Life is so strange,
Nothing stays the same,
Everything changes,
But whom to blame.
Life is like a game
Where you have to lose
Before you can gain.
To win you have to face the fearful rain.
In life they always say,
Don’t use your heart,
Only use your brain.
In life there is love,
But more is hate,
No one decides,
They all hesitate,
And who knows the fate.
The closest people you need go away,
When you need them the most,
You find them lost.
Day after day,
Days go by,
People are born… and some die.
Year after year,
No one understands, Nothing is clear,
Nothing in our hearts except fear.

Rakesh Ku. Jha
MBA: 2020-22
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Mom’s Magic

You have magic in your figuretips
Magic in your hands.
Your arms were always open,
When I needed a clasp.
Your heart understood
When I needed a friend.
There is magic in your voice,
When you talk to me every day.
There is magic in your smile,
For that I forgot my strain.
There is magic in your eyes,
So that you catch my slip and misery.
There is magic in the way,
You let me be myself with you.
There is magic that you teach me
To be good and brave and faithful.
Your strength, love and care has always guided me,
My dear cute loving MAA.

Ankita Dhal
MBA: 2020-22
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Smile

Smile though your heart is aching
Smile even though it’s breaking
When there are clouds in the sky
You will get by
If you smile though your fears and sorrows.
Smile and may be tomorrow.
You will see the sun coming through
If you just smile.
Just light up your face with gladness
Hide every trace of sadness
Although a tear may be ever so near.
That’s the time you must keep on trying
Smile, what’s the use of crying
YOU JUST SMILE!

Sk. Salim Alli
IMBA: 2020-25
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The Wonder of Nature

Nature ! Nature ! so lush and green
The wonder of wonder anyone has seen
So cool and full of life
Makes us forget all our strife.
Thanks to a forest full of trees
Fluttering and dancing in the breeze
Cut down and construct towers
Wait for ages to get a shower
The birds that soar high in the sky,
Can we imitate them however hard we try
Learn to wonder and gape at things
And see the happiness it brings
We have got such wonderful things
Do what you can and soar with your wings
So that our children in future
Can see the things we have nurtured.
Subhashree Singh
IMBA: 2020-25
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Your Best

If you always try your best
Then you will never have to wonder
About what you could have done
If you would summoned all your thunder

And if your best
Was not as good
As you hoped it would be
You still could say
I gave today
All that I had in me.

Ajit Kumar Mohanty
IMBA: 2020-25
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My Mother
The one who loves us with all our scars,
The one who, to protect us, can win all wars,
So calm and so simple,
Most beautiful without any dimple,
Her arms, like heaven on the earth,
Standing for us from the day we took birth,
The one who taught us the twenty-six alphabets,
Without her, we are just garbage and wastes,
Be proud of being her children, Entire life, we will never
meet one like her
again....

Sailaja Priyadarsini Sahoo
MBA: 2019-21
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Examination

This is the time of examination
We have to study with concentration
English for its punctuation
Mathematics with its calculation
History for its civilization
Civics for its state-human relation
Biology for its organization
Computer for its advanced communication
Sanskrit with its translation
Hindi for national integration
So there is no time for relaxation
Let us make the best use of our time and prepare for our
examination.

Jyotirmayee Rout
MBA: 2020-22
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Campus Halchal

Plantation Programme held on 09.10.20 in the
compound of Kapileswar Temple, Kanan Vihar
Bhubaneswar

Webinar on Technopreneures and Innovationis: Road
Ahead organised by SADF (Srusti Academy
Development Foundation) on dt. 23.12.2020

International webinar held on dt: 27th& 28th August
2020. Chief Guest: Dr.Ajaya Kumar Singh , Honourable
Vice Chancellor, Sri Sri University, Odisha, Resource
perons: Prof. Imran Saleem, Aligarh Muslim University,
Uttar Pradesh, Prof.Erdogan Ekiz, Dean of School of
Hospitality, Business and Management, Morocco,
Prof. Tanya Hossain, Waseda University, Japan, Prof. P.
Narayan Reddy, Sanskriti group of institutions,
Hyderabad, Prof. Nafees Khan, Aligarh Muslim
University, Prof. Zaid Ahmad Ansari, Queen University,
Saudi Arabia, Dr.Faozi A Al. Maqtari, Hodeidah
university, Yemen, Dr.Dhanajay Kumar, Islmaic
University, Bangladesh

Staff and faculty members participated in Fit
India Freedom Run week between 25.09.2002.10.21

Annual Literary Magazine: 2021

1st B-School in Odisha with ‘A’ Grade Accreditation by NAAC
38/1, Chandaka Ind. Estate, Near Infocity, Bhubaneswar-24
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